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OpSuite - Next Generation Retail 
Welcome to OpSuite, Software solutions for the Next Generation of Retail.  This document is provided for 
users and managers as a guide to help navigate and use OpSuite version 5 to it’s fullest.  
 
OpSuite version 5 is designed to be used on most modern PCs, Macs, tablets, and smart devices. It is 
recommended that you use the Chrome Browser, version 56 and higher. Internet access is required*.  
 
This document assumes that the user understands basic use and navigation of the device, operating system, 
and browser. 
 
* We recommend an internet connection of 15Mbps down and 6Mbps RECOMMENDED or 5Mbps down and 1Mbps up MINIMUM.  

Logging In To OpSuite 
OpSuite is a cloud (internet) based business application, and therefore is accessed via the internet through a 
web browser (Chrome version 56 or higher recommended). 
 
Using your assigned URL (Web Address), go to the OpSuite Login Screen. 
 

 
Enter your email address and password, and click or tap the Sign In button. 
 
NOTE: OpSuite users are assigned to Location Groups, User Roles, and Specific Security Settings that are all 
based on the user’s role in the business.  Each user will likely have access to different areas, modules, fields, 
and functions, and therefore screens and menus may look differently for each user.  This document displays 
screens using the Administrator log in, and therefore will show access to all areas, modules, fields, and 
function. 
 
The landing page for most users is the Dashboard. The Dashboard is a user customizable page with optional 
reports, KPIs, and other important information for the user. 
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Navigation 
Let’s get familiar with the basic screen layout of OpSuite 5. In the sections below, we will discuss the basic 
navigation in OpSuite. This section includes the basic functions that are common throughout the application. 
These will be referenced throughout this document, so please refer them as needed. 

Basic Screen Navigation 
 
NAV SCREEN SHOT COMING SOON 
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Record and Transaction Lists and Searches 
All records and transactions in OpSuite can be displayed in a list screen for easy searching and browsing. 
These lists are designed to make finding records or transactions easy and fast.  The list screens share 
functionality throughout OpSuite, and therefore will be discussed here. 
 
NOTE: In the below descriptions, we will use item records as the example, but the same basic functionality is 
available for all record lists in OpSuite. 
 

 
 
Column Editing 
To add or remove columns on this list, click or tap the settings icon (gear) found in the upper right corner. 
Select or deselect the table headers you wish to view.  
 
Lines Per Page 
To change the number of items per page, select the number from the lines per page drop down menu, also in 
the upper right corner of the list.  All lists in OpSuite can be sorted by clicking or tapping the column header for 
the column to be sorted.  
 
Paging 
Paging from page to page can be done using the single arrow buttons (< and >), and paging to the first or the 
last page in the set can be done using the double arrow buttons (<< and >>). The user may jump to a specific 
page by entering the desired page number in the page field.  
 
Searching for a Specific Record 
To search for a specific item, or set of items, the user can use the basic search functions, or if additional details 
are required, the advanced search. 
 
Basic Search 
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Most basic searches can be done using the default search options, shown in the graphic above. The user can 
enter their criteria in the search field near the top left of the Item list screen. The default search option is ALL 
fields, and the operator is CONTAINS, meaning that if any field includes the entered criteria, it will be included 
in the results. As an example, if the user were to enter “Men’s” in the search field, all items where “Men’s” 
appears in a description, department, category, etc. would be returned in the search results. 
 
The default search can be adjusted to include only one field, and the user can select from various operators, 
including: contains, starts with, ends with, matches, or not equal. To do this, select the appropriate field from 
the dropdown menu (the default is All), then select the desired operator, and enter the search criteria in the 
search field. 
 
NOTE: To clear ANY search (Basic or Advanced) click or tap the refresh button (circle arrow) to the right of the 
basic search fields. 
 
Advanced Search 
The advanced search option can be used when 
the basic search options are too limited, or when 
the user needs to have multiple fields searched at 
the same time to return the desired results. 
 
To access the Advanced Search, click or tap the 
magnifying glass to the left of the basic search 
fields. 
 
In advanced search, the user will select supplier(s) 
from the Supplier Filter, departments and 
categories from the Department/Category Filter, 
and attributes from the Attribute Filter. These each 
can be one, many, or all.  
 
Next, the user can deepen the search by including 
specific field filters from the Field Filters dropdown 
and fields.  Similar to the basic search discussed 
previously, the user will select a field, operator, and then enter the criteria for the search. Click or tap Add Field 
Filter to add each field filter to the advanced search.  When ready, click of tap Search to submit the search. 
The results will be displayed in the list screen. 
 
NOTE: To clear ANY search (Basic or Advanced) click or tap the refresh button (circle arrow) to the right of the 
basic search fields. 
 
NOTE: Searches stick during the user’s session in OpSuite, so each time the user returns to the same list, the 
last search will be active until it is cleared, or the user logs out and back in again. 
 
Column Sorting 
Each column in the list can be sorted by clicking or tapping the column header. The first click or tap will sort A - 
Z or 1 - 9, and the second click will sort the list Z - A and 9 - 1. The direction in which the column is sorted will 
be indicated by a small arrow pointing up or down depending on the number of clicks. 
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Record Panels (sections) 
Each record is made up of various panels or sections.  Below is the example of the Item Master section of an 
item record.  
 
You will note that these sections can be expanded to fullscreen by clicking or tapping the diagonal bidirectional 
arrow button or they can be minimized by clicking or tapping the minimize (minus) button. Also, the user can 
set the color of the top banner for each of these sections by clicking or tapping the color edit buttons (square) 
that appears just to the left of the minimize button in the upper right corner, and then selecting the desired 
color.  These settings will stick with the user each time they log in.  

 

Grid Column Editing 
Certain grids in OpSuite, like the one shown below from the item record, can be modified to include additional, 
or fewer columns, and the columns can be manipulated into a different order.  Also, columns in these grids can 
be filtered. 
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Reporting and Analytics 
THIS SECTION COMING SOON 
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Inventory 
The inventory module in OpSuite provides the user access to the item (stock) list, department and category list, 
and the physical inventory tool. Depending on user role and location group level, each of these options allow 
for record creation, editing, and/or transaction processing. 

Item Record 
To access and Item Record, select Items from Inventory in the Navigation menu. 
The Item list, or item search screen will appear, displaying the top set of items.  
 
NOTE: See the Navigation section within this manual for more information on the 
use of the list screen. 
 

 
Select an item record by clicking or tapping the View (eye) or Edit (pencil in a square) button to the left of the 
item in the list.  
 
NOTE: The red X button is the button that is used to make an item inactive. It does not delete the item, but 
removes it from various lists and reports. This is useful when an item is no longer stocked, or has been 
discontinued. 
 
The item record is broken up into sections (panels) and tabs, grouped by types of the information.  These 
sections are: 

● Item Master - The master information of an item is all of the key data, and is used when the item is 
added to a new location or copied for a new item. The base fields for an item, like SKU, description, 
department, category, master price, master cost, etc.  

● Aliases and Tags - the aliases are tags section contains all of the alias codes and the attribute tags for 
the item.  

○ Alias codes are alternate identifiers for the item, like alternate barcode numbers, ISBN 
numbers, or alternate identifiers used within the business. These are very useful when items 
can be identified in multiple ways.  
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○ Tags are ways the user may categorize or identify an item for reporting and other purposes. For 
example, if the user wanted to assign an item with a size, color, material, etc., these could all be 
set up as tags for detailed categorization of each item. 

● Item Details - the item details section is made up of several tabs, some of which do not appear based 
on use role, or type of item.  

 
The possible tabs are (detailed information is provided later in this section): 

○ Location Details - This tab displays the important information related to the item for each 
location. Each location to which an item is assigned can maintain it’s own price, cost, on hand, 
on order, etc. This is where the user will view or edit this information.  

○ Suppliers - The suppliers tab displays the suppliers (vendors) from which the item is available, 
along with the related supplier information, like specific cost, minimum pack quantity (MPQ), etc. 

○ Location Sales - This is a report showing item sales information and other item movement 
history. 

○ Item Links - If the item is linked to other items (kits, parent/child relationship, matrix, etc.) these 
links will be provided here for information and easy access. 

○ Item Kits - If the item is a kit type item, this tab will be displayed and include information about 
the kit and it’s components. 

○ Settings - This tab is only displayed in specific user roles, and contains item settings that 
pertain to all locations. 

Item Master 

 
 
The Item Master section (panel) contains most of the item’s base data, including its master fields, like price and 
cost. Below is a list of each of the available fields (some may be hidden based on user role) and their purpose 
(listed top to bottom by column, starting with the leftmost column): 

● SKU: Also known as Item Lookup Code or Item ID. This is a unique number or name (alphanumeric) to 
identify the item. SKUs can be automatically generated, as denoted by the Autogen is On or Off 
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indicator, or they can be manually entered. This is a required field.  NOTE: if Autogen is enabled, the 
user cannot manually enter or edit this field. 

● Barcode Number: Contains an optional barcode number or alternate SKU is alphanumeric. 
● Location Group: Dropdown field indicating to which location group the item belongs.  This setting 

controls various functions throughout the system, including user role access, location availability, etc. 
This field is required. 

● Department: Drop down field indicating to which department the item belongs. This field is required. 
See Departments and Categories for more information. 

● Category: Drop down field indicating to which category the item belongs. This field is required. See 
Departments and Categories for more information. 

● Item Type: Drop down field indicating the type of item. Options include:  
○ Standard - Standard item with all basic information and tracks inventory. 
○ Serialized - Items requiring the tracking of serial numbers on any movement (requires additional 

setup). 
○ Kit - Items which contain various components that make up a kit or bundle to be sold as a single 

item. All items in the kit are depleted at the time of the sale, or at the time of building the kit. 
○ Weighted - Items that carry a varied weight and require that the item be weighed at the point of 

sale in order to determine the price.  The price and cost fields are per weight unit (lb, oz, etc.). 
○ Non-inventory - Items, like services, which are not physically stocked, and therefore would not 

require an on hand, or other individual unit tracking. Non-inventory items are sold the same as 
any other item, and report quantity sold, etc., but no on-hand count is ever tracked. 

○ Voucher - Also known as gift certificates or gift cards. Coming soon. 
● Barcode Format: Drop down field indicating the type of barcode to be printed from the system if 

barcode labels are printed for an item. 
● Description:  Base description of the item. This is the description that is used by default on all receipts, 

purchase orders, transfers, etc. The description can be up to 30 characters long and is a required field. 
● Sub Descriptions 1, 2, and 3:  These fields can be used as additional item descriptors for item 

categorization. They can also be used to display up to three different assigned tags (attributes). The 
field titles for these fields can also be modified to fit the need of each business. Some examples of this 
could be: Color, Size, and Type. i.e. Sub Description 1 = Blue, Sub Description 2 = Large, Sub 
Description 3 = Shirt. Reports can be created and filtered around these fields. 

● Manufacturer:  This is a free-form field specifically designed to track the manufacturer or publisher of 
the product.  This field is not required. 

● Brand Name / Product Line / Style: Optional free-form field to track product information. Not required. 
● Ext Description: Free-form field with extended length to manage longer descriptions. Often used for 

storing eCommerce item description information. Not required. 
● Master MSRP: Manufacturer suggested retail price. This master field records the corporate MSRP for 

the item. 
● Master Price: The corporate set master selling price of the item. This price is used as the default item 

price for when items are created. Each location can have it’s own price(see Item Details for more 
information). This is a required field 

● Master Cost:  The corporate set master cost of the item. This cost is used as the default item cost for 
when items are created. Each location can have it’s own cost (see Item Details for more information). 
This is a required field. 

● Margin: Calculated field showing the margin of the item based on current master price and cost. 
● Total Quantity: The sum of the quantity on hand for the item from all locations. 
● Unit of Measure: Drop down field indicating the default unit of measure of the item (Each, Case, Foot, 

Inch, etc.). 
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● Weight: Optional weight of the item for shipping purposes. Not required. 

Aliases and Tags 

 

The aliases and tags section (panel) is pretty simple as it contains only two features; Alias SKU List and Item 
Master Tags.  
 
Alias SKU List 
An alias is an alternate identifier for the item by which an item can be referenced, searched, or sold. A single 
item can have an unlimited* number of alisas, but they must be unique in the system, since they are identifiers. 

● To add a new alias, enter or scan the reference number or name into the alias SKU list field, and click 
or tap Add Alias Sku.  

● To remove an alias, click to tap the X on the associated alias tag in the list. 
 
Item Master Tags 
An item tags are categorizations or attributes by which an item can be referenced. An unlimited* number of 
tags can be added to a single item. Tags are used to filter, sort, or report on groups of items. Tags are created 
and managed under Admin in the Navigation menu. See the tags section under tools later in this document for 
more information on adding and editing tags. 
 
*Higher numbers of aliases and tags on item records may cause performance issues when searching or 
working with item records.  
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Item Details 

 

The item details section contains various tabs (as mentioned above). Each of these tabs will be discussed in 
detail here. 
 
Location Details Tab 
Manage location specific information for the item record. Each location can manage it’s own key item 
information, like description, price, cost, min (reorder), max (restock), etc. The location details tab allows the 
user to view and edit specific information related to the item for particular locations, and add the item to other 
locations, or remove (make inactive) the item at existing locations, if needed. 
 
To edit location detail information for the item, click or tap Edit Items. 
 
The grid will change to an editable grid, and fields that can be edited with change to have a blue title. 
 
To edit a field, click or tap the existing data in the field, and then enter the required edits. The field will turn light 
yellow after it has been updated, and the line will turn blue, indicating it has been updated. Changes are not in 
effect, however, until the item is saved. 
 
Group Edit 
The user can also do a Group Edit, which allows the editing of more than one location at a time. This is useful 
if a price change (or other change) needs to be made to more than one location at a time. To do this, click or 
tap Group Edit (only available after entering edit mode in the location details tab). 
 
The group edit screen will appear allowing the user to select the item location data to be edited (use must 
select a location group or set of locations). Once the edits are complete, the user selects Apply Changes, and 
the item will be edited for the selected locations. The changes will not be applied to the database until the item 
is saved. 
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Suppliers Tab 

 
The supplier tab on the item details section includes the suppliers that carry the item and specific information 
related to the item from the supplier. 
 
Each item can have several suppliers, but only one of them can be the primary supplier. The primary supplier 
is the supplier that is considered when automatic ordering is used to create purchase orders, and is generally 
the supplier that is included in reports for the item. Purchase orders that are created for secondary supplier can 
include the item, but it must be added manually, rather than automatically. 
 
To add a new supplier, click or tap Add Suppliers. The add suppliers screen will appear. 
 
Locate the desired supplier and click or touch Add Supplier next to their name.  The supplier will be added to 
the supplier list.  
 
NOTE: Newly added supplier's default to the Primary supplier, so please verify that your preferred supplier is 
set to primary before saving the item record. 
 
To remove a supplier from the list, simply click the red X button next to the supplier code. 
 
To edit the supplier information related to the item, click or tap the field to be edited, and enter the desired 
information.  The item must be saved in order to commit the changes to the database. 
The fields on the supplier record are: 

● Supplier Code - This data comes directly from the supplier record. 
● Supplier Name - this data comes directly from the supplier record. 
● Reorder Code - This is the supplier’s reference or SKU from their catalog. 
● Min Order - This is the minimum quantity of the item the supplier requires in order to buy from them. 
● MPQ - This is the minimum pack quantity required by the supplier. 
● Supplier Cost - This is the specific supplier cost for the item. 
● Notes - Optional notes for the supplier / item. 
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Location Sales Tab 

 
The location sales tab is a basic item sales report for the item. 
 
Item Links Tab 

 
The item links tab on the item details section includes tag along item links, as well as substitute item links.  
 
Each item can have a tag along item with a set quantity, and multiple substitute items.  
 
Tag Along Items 
When a tag along item is attached to an item record, that tag along item will be included on the point of sale 
transaction any time the main item is added. If the user has specified a quantity other than 1, that quantity will 
be included on the transaction. 
 
To Add a Tag Along item, click or tap the Tag Along Item Setup button and locate and select the desired item 
from the list. 
 
Linked Substitute Items 
A substitute item is used at the point of sale when or if the main item (the item to which the substitute item is 
attached) is out of stock. In this scenario, the point of sale application will display a list of substitutes for the 
item from which the user can choose. The substitute item(s) can be placed directly on the transaction from the 
substitute list. 
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To add a substitute item to the list, click or tap the blue plus button at the top left of the Linked Substitute Items 
section. The user will then locate and select the item(s) to be added as substitutes. Click Close to return to the 
item record. 
 
Settings Tab 

 
The item Settings Tab includes important settings related to the item record. Settings are global, meaning that 
the settings apply to all locations that carry it. 
 
NOTE: The settings tab only shows up if the user has the specific rights to view or edit these settings. 
 
The following settings are available on the settings tab: 
Item Settings 

● Active - When checked, the item is active and available. When unchecked, the item is inactive. Default 
is checked. 

● Item is Taxable - When checked, the item is taxable. When unchecked, the item will not be taxed at 
the point of sale. Default is checked. 

● Must Enter Price - When checked, the item will require that the user enter a price at the point of sale. 
This is used for items that have a varying price, and the price will not be known until it is presented at 
the point of sale. Default is unchecked. 

● No Quantity Entry at POS - When checked, changing the quantity at the point of sale is not allowed. 
Default is unchecked. 

● Item Not Discountable - When checked, item cannot be discounted at the point of sale. Default is 
unchecked. 

● No PO Placement Allowed - When checked, the item may not be placed on a purchase order.  This is 
used when items are in the process of being phased out. Default is unchecked. 

● Customer Required - When checked, a customer record is required at the point of sale when the item 
is included on a transaction. Default is unchecked. 
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Item Message Settings 
● Item Message - Select the specific item message that will be displayed at the point of sale when the 

item is sold. The message appears to the cashier/user. Default is no message. 
● Message Frequency 

○ Per Item - Message is displayed when each item is added (if the same item is added more than 
once, the message will appear for each time the item is added). 

○ Per Transaction - Message is displayed once per transaction. 
Commission Settings 

● Commission Type 
○ Sales Rep Commission - When selected, item commissions are calculated based on the sales 

rep commission settings (on the sales rep record). 
○ Item Commission - When selected, item commissions are calculated based on the following 

settings: 
■ Commission Amount - Set amount of commission (in currency) 
■ Commission Maximum - Maximum commission if calculated by percentage 
■ Commission Off Profit (%) - Commission calculated by percent of profit 
■ Commission Off Sale (%) - Commission calculated by percent of sale price 

Allowed Edit Rolls 
● Roles - Select the specific user roles that are allowed to access the item 

Notes - Notes about the item 
Item Image - Select an image for the item. Click or Tap Upload Image, then select the desired image. 
Currently, only JPG and GIF image files of 200k or less are allowed. 
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Creating a New Item 
To create a new item, click or tap the +New Item button located in the top left of the item list screen, or the New 
Record button in the top left of any item record screen. 
 
A blank item record will appear. 

 
 
Complete the fields on the item record, making sure to fill in all required fields*.  
 
*Please refer to the Item Record section in this document for help on fields and sections of the item record for 
creating a new item. 
 
Save the Item by clicking or tapping Save. 
 
NOTE: By system default, the following fields are required: SKU, Description, Location Group, Department, 
Category, Item Type, Master MSRP, Master Price, Master Cost, and Unit of Measure.  These fields must be 
completed in order to save a new item. There may also be additional fields that are set to required by each 
enterprise. An alert message will be displayed if any required field is not properly completed before save. 

Making an Item Inactive 
To make an item inactive, from the item list screen, click or 
tap the red box with a white X in it next to the item SKU to be 
made inactive. A message will appear asking to confirm that 
the item should be made inactive. Clicking or tapping yes will 
mark the item as inactive.  
 
NOTE: This does NOT delete the item, but instead hides the 
item from standard views and reports. To locate inactive 
items, use the Advanced Search option (see advanced 
search in this document) to search for inactive items.  
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Matrix Items 
The Matrix Item module allows users to create and manage items that have multiple dimensions, such as 
clothing, shoes, etc.  The OpSuite Matrix module supports items with up to three dimensions (i.e. size, color, 
material, or width, length, color). Dimensions can be set up and maintained by the user, so the options and 
combinations are almost endless. 

Matrix Item Module 
 
1. Matrix Items are located within the Inventory module of OpSuite 5.  
 
2.  When selected, a lookup page, identical to those throughout OpSuite will open.  

   
 
3.  To create a new matrix item, select New Matrix Item from the lookup page.  

 
4. Begin by entering your standard item information, such as the main sku, description, location group,                
department and category, etc. 
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5.  Next you will select how the sku and description are generated, along with the locations this item will be 
active at. 

 
 
Skus can be generated using incremental numbering or you can use your Matrix item sku, followed by the 
dimension codes.  You can choose to have each section separated, or stay together. 
 
Description generation is similar to sku generation.  You will choose the order you want the dimension 
descriptions or codes displayed. 
 
Once complete, select Save. 
 
6.  Once saved, you will select your matrix dimensions, or the variables to your item.  

 
In this example, we are creating pants.  So have chosen Jean Colors, Jean Inseam Sizes, and Jean Waist 
Sizes.  

 
The dimensions are created within Item Master Tags, and marked as a Matrix Tag. 
 
As you select the dimensions, you will see the matrix grid appear. 
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7.  On the matrix grid, select the rows and columns, or 
individual cells you want to create.  In this instance, I only 
want to create jeans in BLU, for the waist sizes 30-38, and 
inseams of 32-36 only. 
 
To select all dimensions, simply click Select All. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8.  Once you have selected the dimensions to create, you will need to Build the items. 
 
 
 
 
 
     The number next to Build Items indicates how many items will be created. 
 
9.  Now that your items have been created, the matrix grid will show the each item’s sku, and will default to 
Item Edit mode.  Here you will be able to set sale prices and dates, update the cost or price, as well as view 
the quantity on hand and on order. 
 
Here I am changing the Price from the original $49.99, to $45.99, with the exception of the waist size of 38, 
and the inseam of 36, which will remain the original price.  

 
 
After each change, remember to hit Save the the changes take effect. 
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10.  To change the view to a table, 
select Component Items.  This will list 
each item, along with the quantities, 
cost and prices.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From this view, you can also edit each 
row by selecting the edit button next to 
the sku. 

 
 
 
11.  Once the matrix item has been created, you can come back and edit all the items at once from the lookup 
page. 

 
To edit an individual matrix item, simply look the item up in the Items section of the Inventory module, and 
select edit as you would all other items. 
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Departments & Categories 
The Departments and Categories in OpSuite are the base hierarchy for items. This module allows for the setup 
and management of this key hierarchical structure. 
 
Departments are the first level of the hierarchy, followed by Categories. Each department can have an 
unlimited number of categories associated with it, making up the two main tiers of the hierarchy.  
 
NOTE: OpSuite recommends that care be taken when setting up the department and category structure to 
assure that the best possible result is reached. The end goal of creating a solid department and category 
structure is meaningful reports. The user should spend time thinking about the reports needed for sales, 
inventory, and other areas. Ideally the system should have 15 - 20 (or less) 
departments, and 15 - 20 (or less) categories per department. Most users find that 
the fewer (more defined) departments and categories used, the better, and more 
meaningful the data. 
 
To access the department and category list, click or tap the Department & 
Category menu option from the Navigation Menu. 
 
The department list will appear displaying a list of available departments. 
 

 
 
Each line of the department list has a set of three buttons to the left. These buttons, from the 
left, are Edit Department, View Categories (attached to the specific department), and 
Inactivate Department. 

Editing a Department 
To edit an existing department, click or tap the Edit Department button to the left of the department to be 
edited.  
 
The department record will appear. 
 
Edit the department code or name, and click or tap Save. 

Creating a New Department 
To create a new department, click or tap the +New Department button at the top left of the department list. 
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This will open a blank department record.  
 
Enter a department code and department name, and click or tap Save. 

Managing Categories 
To add or edit a category attached to a specific department, click or tap the view categories button (middle 
button) for the department to which the category is, or will be attached. 
 
The category list will appear. 
 
To add a new category, click or tap the +New Category button in the upper left of the category list screen and 
enter a category code and name, then click or tap Save. 
 
To edit an existing category, click or tap the edit button (blue button to the far left of the category list screen) for 
the specific category to be edited. Make the necessary edits and click or tap Save. 
 
To delete a Department or Category, select the red X next to the item you wish to delete. 
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Physical Inventory 
Physical Inventory module is designed to provide a fast, accurate, and flexible way to perform full physical 
inventory counts, or a series of cycle counts throughout a period, to help manage and maintain inventory. 
 

What is a cycle count? 
A cycle count is a count of a subset of the complete inventory (stock). Cycle counts can be based on various 
filters, including location, department, category or supplier. A series of cycle counts over time can combine to 
be a complete physical inventory (count of the entire stock).  Cycle counts can be easier and faster to perform, 
since they generally include a smaller number of items than a full physical inventory, and are often used by 
store managers or business owners to perform quarterly physical inventory counts by doing one cycle count 
per week or per month to add up to the full count per quarter (or half year, or year). 
 
NOTE: OpSuite does not use the words cycle count in the physical inventory module, but since we will use that 
phrase in this document, it’s important to understand to what we are referring. 

Planning a Physical Inventory or Cycle Count 
Each physical inventory or cycle count begins with a plan. The planning process allows the user to specify 
various important pieces of information related to the count, and if planning for a series of cycle counts, the 
user can plan each one, with the end goal of reaching a full inventory (stock) count 
over the series of counts.  The planning step is the first step required for all counts.  
 
To access the physical inventory module, select Physical Inventory from the 
Navigation menu.  This brings up the physical inventory plan list. 
 
To create a new plan, click or tap the New Plan button located in the upper left 
corner of the physical inventory plan list.  

 
 
Here you will enter all the information related to the physical inventory (or cycle count) plan. 
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Enter a Plan Name that describes the event, like March ‘17 Supplier Count, etc. 
 
Then select from the list of approvers, executive approvers, and assigned to options. The approver is the 
person who has the authority to approve the final count, and commit it to the inventory. An executive approver 
is required if the count is off by a margin outside of the set limits (discussed later in this section). The assigned 
to users are those who can access the plan and perform counts. Include all the potential users in the assigned 
to list. 
 
Next, select the filters for the count. Select the location(s), Departments and Categories, and Suppliers that will 
be included in this count. If performing a full inventory of a location, select the location, and then select ALL for 
the other filter options to include all items. 
 
Optionally, the user can set variance parameters in the Max Cost, Max Price, and Max Qty variance fields. 
The user can set one or all of these parameters, but it is recommended that if used, one of the three is 
generally sufficient.  
 
NOTE: If not setting these “Max” parameters, the user should ignore the gauges on the count screens, as they 
will not be used to show a variance. 
 
Enter a start date and end date for the count. These are used mostly for reporting purposes, but should be 
made as accurate as possible. 
 
Select (check) the Ignore Uncounted Items ONLY if the desire is for all UNCOUNTED items to retain whatever 
on hand they have.  When this option is unchecked, the UNCOUNTED items will be set to 0 (meaning that 
there were none in stock). The default is unchecked. 
 
Click or Tap Save to complete the plan. 
 
The completed plan will appear in the physical inventory plan list.  

 

Performing a Count from a Plan 
From the physical inventory plan list, select the desired plan by clicking or tapping the View 
Item Counts button (middle button) to the left of the plan. 
 
If this is the first time opening the plan counts after 
creating the plan, a pop-up will appear that states:  “A 
snapshot has not yet been created for this Physical 
Inventory Plan.  Would you like to create one now? Note: 
Once a snapshot has been taken the Physical Inventory 
will be ‘in process’ for this location.  This action cannot be 
undone.” To proceed, select Ok. 
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The physical inventory management screen will be displayed.  The top section, which includes a set of three 
graphical panels displaying the quantity, cost and price variances for the current counts, is used to monitor the 
overall progress of the count.  

Below the graphs is the current physical inventory Count item list, showing each item, snapshot quantity, 
counted quantity, quantity variance, cost variance and price variance. 

  

Counting Inventory 
When ready to add inventory counts, click or tap the Add Count button. 

 
● Scan or Manual Entry - If you are going to do entry on this computer, click this button. You can 

manually enter items and counts. You can also use a barcode scanner to enter items.  
● CSV Import - Allows you to import a CSV file containing your inventory counts. The CSV file only 

needs to contain the Item Lookup Code and the Count.  
● Count Sheet - Allows you to input inventory manually, line by line. 
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Scan or Manual Entry 

 
Enter inventory manually by typing the Sku, Alias or Item Name and then entering the quantity. Using a 
barcode scanner, items can be scanned as well. Turning Auto-increment to ON allows item scanning multiple 
times; each time it is scanned, it will add 1 to the count (or the count entered by the user). Clicking Submit 
adds this item to inventory. 
 
NOTE: The Physical Inventory module does not required that the device being used to scan always be online 
(connected to the internet), but it DOES require that it be connected to a good internet connection when the 
process is initiated, and in order to complete the process of sending counts to OpSuite.  It is always best to 
have a constant internet connection when performing a physical inventory or cycle count, but if there is a 
temporary loss of network during the process, the system will save the counts.  The exception, of course, is if 
the device also loses power or completely crashes out of the application. 

Count Sheet 

 
 
Here, manually enter items in the grid. The user can change the number of lines shown by clicking the drop 
down box in the top left corner. Clicking into the Quantity column allows the user to type in the counted 
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quantities. The enter key on the keyboard advances to the next line. Clicking submit saves the changes. Pages 
will advance automatically as the user reaches the bottom of the page.  
 

CSV Import 

 
 
Here the user can select a CSV file to import to the physical inventory. Click the Browse button to select the file 
to import. Clicking Submit saves the changes. 

CSV File Notes 
● The CSV file must only contain 2 columns; 1 for the SKU, 1 for the quantity counted. If using the 

Opsuite 5 Count Sheet as a CSV, all columns except SKU and quantity counted must be removed 
before importing. 

● Each line must have a SKU and a quantity. If the quantity on hand is zero, then a zero must be entered. 

Completing Inventory 
Once inventory is complete, click the Approve button.  
 

 
 
Clicking Commit sets the inventory to closed, submits all counts to the database, and completes the physical 
inventory. This cannot be undone. Once committed, the Plan Approved message is displayed, and the 
inventory plan will no longer be available for edit.  
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Managing Physical Inventory Plans 

 
 
From the main Physical Inventory plan list, the user can manage existing active physical inventory plans.  
 
These icons allow the user to Edit the Physical Inventory Plan, View Item Counts and 
Disable the Physical Inventory Plan. 
 

● Edit Physical Inventory Plan - Takes the user back to the main Plan setup page to make changes. 
● View Item Counts - Returns the user to the Item counts page to view counts, add counts or approve the 

inventory 
● Disable Physical Inventory Plan - Marks this inventory inactive and removes it from the main Plan List. 

View Inactive Physical Inventory Plans 
At the top of the physical inventory plans list, there is an advanced search button (magnifying glass icon). Click 
or tap this button to open the advanced search screen. 

 
 
Here the user can search by Location, Start or End Date. Checking the Show Inactive box will also show 
physical inventory plans that have been completed or disabled. 
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Purchasing 

Purchasing Overview 
The purchasing module within OpSuite allows the user to create and edit Purchase Orders, Transfers (location 
to location, location to supplier, supplier to location, etc.) and Receivers (receive PO’s, recieve transfers, and 
issue transfers). 
 
Purchase Orders are used to place orders with the user’s suppliers and subsequently receive inventory into 
each location through the Purchase Order receiving process. Purchase Orders can be created for a single 
location or multiple locations at a time. Purchase Orders can be created automatically, using Restock Levels 
and Reorder Points that the user can set in the system, or they can be created manually, adding items on the 
fly.  
 
Transfers are used to move inventory out of, into, or between the user’s locations as necessary. Transfers can 
be created to request inventory to be sent from one location to another. They can also be used to balance 
inventory between locations, moving inventory at overstocked locations to those with less stock. Transfers can 
also be used to send damaged or unwanted inventory back to the supplier as a Return Merchandise 
Authorization (RMA).  
 
Vouchers are used to receive inventory into locations from purchase orders or transfers, or in the case of a 
transfer out, a voucher can be used to issue inventory out of a location to be sent to another location or simply 
out of stock. Vouchers complete the purchasing or transfer process for a location(s).  
 

Purchasing Orders 
The Purchase Order module is designed to make the process of creating, placing, and managing purchase 
orders easy and fast. In this section, we will discuss various tools and techniques the user can use to make the 
job of buying easier.  
 

Purchase Order Lookup 
Purchase Order Lookup is used to find existing Purchase Orders for 
edit, print, copy, or review. To find an existing purchase order, follow 
these steps:  

1. Click or tap the Purchasing Icon on the left hand side. Click or 
tap into Purchase Orders and click or tap Search.  

2. The Purchase Order Detail Lookup screen will appear with a 
listing of all purchase orders to which the user’s role provides 
access.  

NOTE: By default all closed purchase orders are filtered out of the initial 
view. Closed purchase orders are those that have been completely 
received, cancelled, or manually closed. To include purchase orders 
into the lookup list.  
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3. Use the same techniques to search for a Purchase Order as the user would to search for any record in 
the system. Use the Search by drop down menu to select the base field for the user search. Enter the 
user’s search criteria in the Search bar, and click or tap Search. The user can, of course, filter and sort 
through by field and get the results the user desires.  

4. Once the user have found the correct purchase order, click or tap the edit purchase orders button on 
the left of the Purchase Order and the Purchase Order Screen will appear.  

 

Purchase Order Record 
The Purchase Order Record is structured much like the other records throughout OpSuite, except that the 
Purchase Orders are actually transactions, rather than just basic records. This means that they have additional 
actions that can be performed, or are performed, based on status.  
 
Let’s review the purchase order record: 

1. From the purchase order lookup screen (as reviewed above) select a purchase order from the list.  
2. The purchase order record will appear. 

As mentioned previously, the purchase order screen is similar to other records in the system, except the user 
will notice that there is a Totals line in the middle of the screen towards the right, indicating that this is a 
transactional; screen rather than a basic record like an item. Let’s review each section of the purchase order.  
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Purchase Order Header 

 
The purchase order (PO) header is made up of several basic fields. Let’s go through each of the fields on the 
purchase order header:  

● Order Number - Purchase Order Number. This is created automatically when the order is placed, or 
the user can enter their own Purchase Order Number if the user prefers prior to placing the purchase 
order. 

● Status - The purchase order status is automatically set by the system depending on where the 
purchase order is in the process.  

○ Open - Purchase Order are not placed. (still in process).  
○ Placed - Purchase Order has been placed and is no longer available for edit.  
○ Partial - Purchase Order has been placed and is partially received by one or more locations.  
○ Closed - Purchase Order is completed. This could mean that the purchase order was cancelled, 

completely received, or partially received and forced closed by an authorized user.  
● Supplier - The supplier that was selected for the purchase order. Supplier cannot be modified once a 

purchase order has been created, since the items associated with the purchase orders are specific to 
the supplier. 

● Order Placed - Place a checkmark in this field ONLY when the user is ready to place the Purchase 
Order. Once the user saved a placed Purchase Order, it is no longer available for edit, it is placed, and 
should be sent to the supplier for fulfillment at that point.  

● Location(s) - The location field lists the location for which the purchase order was created, along with 
its address. If more than one location was included on the purchase order, this field will list ONLY the 
name of the location(s) for which the purchase order was created.  

● Subtotal - The current subtotal of the purchase order based on the items and costs included on the 
purchase order.  

● Tax - If applicable, sales or other taxes applied to the items by the supplier.  
● Shipping - The current shipping total.  
● Total - The current total of the Purchase Order, including Tax and Shipping, based on the items and 

costs included on the Purchase Order.  
 
Purchase Order Details Tab 
Purchase Order Details is the first of three tabs on the purchase order.  
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Let’s review the fields and options on this tab:  

● Requisitioner - Individual requisitioning the purchase order or product(s).  
● Confirming To - Individual receiving the purchase order or product(s).  
● Freight - If being shipped via freight carrier the user can identify the carrier or other tracking 

information.  
● Ship Via - Shipping Carrier preferred to be used to ship Purchase Order (i.e UPS, FedEx, etc).  
● FOB Point - Freight on board (also can be Free on board) FOB specifies which party (buyer or seller) 

pays for the shipment, loading costs, and where responsibility for the goods is transferred (at the point 
of shipment or the point of delivery.) 

● Promotion - A promotion that is tied to the purchase order. Example: The user may want to track all 
purchase orders that you created for specific events or seasons. This field can be used for that 
purchase. 

● Remarks - Comments or other Notes about the Purchase Orders. 
● Terms - Payment terms for the supplier (i.e. Net30, COD, etc) 
● Tax Rate -  Tax Rate to be applied to the items on the Purchase Order, if applicable.  
● Date Required - Date in which the user require the products on the purchase order to be delivered. 

This can also be used for a Cancellation Date if desired.  
● PO Date - Date of Purchase Order. This is automatically set to the date of the purchase order was 

created, but can be modified if necessary to reflect another date. 
● Cancelled Date - The cancellation date gives the user the ability to tell the supplier a date by which the 

order must be delivered.  
 
Purchase Order Item Details Tab 
Purchase Order Item Details Tab is the heart and soul of the purchase order process, containing the items, 
costs, quantities, and other information about the inventory being ordered.  
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The default item view from all purchase orders, single location or multiple-location, is the Item Details view. 
This is listed on all items that have been added to the purchase order manually or automatically using the 
Purchase Order Wizard. There is also a Summary view from multi-location purchase orders, which we will 
discuss shortly.  
 
At the top of the Items Details Tab, you will find various tools to help you navigate the purchase order. In many 
cases, depending on the number of items being order, the user will have multiple pages of items.  

● Lines per page - The user can control the number of items that appear on each page using the lines 
per page setting. The user can choose from 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 or 500 lines per page. This makes it 
easier for the user to review items on the purchase order based on the user’s preferences.  

● Page tool - The user can flip from page to page using the right and left arrows, or jump to a specific 
page by entering the desired page number on the page listing tool.  

● Total Items - The total unique items currently on the purchase order.  
 
Other options available in the top bar of the Item Details Tab include three buttons; Switch to Summary, Quick 
Add, and Item Search.  

● Switch to Summary - This button is only available on multi-location purchase orders (where more than 
one location is included on a single Purchase Order), and takes the user to an alternate, summarized 
view of the items currently on the Purchase Order. We will discuss this in detail in the next section.  

● Quick Add - The Quick Add button brings up a screen for adding items to the purchase order quickly 
and efficiently using a barcode scanner (must be keyboard wedge) or by typing in the SKU manually. 
This will be discussed further in the Creating Purchase Order section of this section.  
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● Item Search - The Item Search button brings up a screen for adding items to the purchase order by 
filtering and sorting items. Multiple items can be added at one time. This is the preferred method for 
creating purchase orders using the manual purchase order function.  

 
The main body of the Item Details Tab is a grid listing of the items currently on the purchase order. As with all 
lists within OpSuite the user can filter and sort through to see the information in the format the user prefers. 
Let’s review the columns (fields) in this item list: 

● Location - The location for which the item has been ordered. This is only applicable on multi-location 
purchase orders, as the user will have various locations listed in this column that could be sorted 
together or filtered for ease of viewing.  

● SKU- The SKU or Item Lookup Code for the items being ordered.  
● Description - The item description for the item being ordered.  
●  Order Qty - This is the quantity on hand at the respective location (for reference only). 
● QOH - The item's current quantity on hand at the respective location (for reference only). 
● Qty Cmtd - The items minimum order quantity committed at the respective location (for reference only).  
● Avail - The items current available quantity at the respective location (for reference only). 
● Min Ord - The items minimum order quantity as listed in OpSuite for respective supplier (for reference 

only)  
● QOO - The item's current quantity on order at the respective location (for reference only). This quantity 

does not include purchase orders that have not yet been placed. 
● MIN - Minimum (Reorder Point). This is the quantity on hand at which the item would be available for 

automatic reorder. 
● MAX - Maximum (Reorder Point). This is the quantity to be ordered up to when an item is ordered using 

automatic ordering.  
● MPQ - Minimum Pack Quantity. The minimum amount that can be ordered on a single purchase order 

from the respective supplier.  
 
Purchase Order Item History 
The Purchase Order Item History screen is available for any purchase order containing more than one location.  

 
To get to the Item History screen, scroll down the screen until the user sees Purchase Order Details. Next the 
user will click or tap the third section called History. This will bring up the history screen.  
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 At the top of the Item History tab, the user will find various tools to help the user navigate the purchase order. 
In many cases, depending on the number of items being ordered, the user will have multiple pages of items.  
 

● Lines Per Page - The user can control the number of items that appear on each page using the Line 
Per Page setting. The user can choose from 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 or 500 lines per page. This makes it 
easier for the user to review items on the purchase order based on the user’s preferences.  

● Page Tool - The user can flip page to page using the right and left arrows, or jump to a specific page 
by entering the desired page number on the page listing tool.  

● Total Items - The total unique items currently on the purchase order.  
 

Creating Automatic Purchase Orders (Wizard)  
There are a number of ways to create a Purchase Order, all of which start by stepping through the simple 
Purchase Order Wizard. Let’s walk through a basic purchase order creation process. We will discuss all of the 
available options as we go.  

1. Click or tap the purchasing icon and select Wizards below 
Purchase Orders.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. The Purchase Order Wizard screen will appear. 
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3. The user must create a title and fill in the required date and the Supplier. 

 
4. The users next step will be choosing the Location. 

 
5. The user will then pick the desired Departments/Categories.

 
6. The user will pick the Item Selection Filters. Once the user has picked the desired filters, click or tap 

Generate Purchase Orders in the bottom right hand side.  
7. The Purchase Order Information screen will appear with the information the user just put in. The user is 

able to make any changes if needed.  
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Creating New Manual Purchase Orders  
Creating a new manual purchase order the user will click or tap into Purchasing and clicking or tapping the 
New Icon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
This will bring up the Purchase Order Setup Information where the user 
will fill out the title required date, supplier, and location(s). When the user 
has completed these required fields click or tap the Create New Purchase 
Order Icon in the bottom right corner.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Editing Purchase Orders  
Purchase Orders can be edited right up to the time the user places the order (an order is placed once the user 
checks the Place Order option at the top of the purchase order and click or tap Save), after which it becomes 
unavailable for edit or modification in any way, other than some of the basic information fields on the Details 
tab.  
 
After the Purchase Order Wizard has processed the user's request for purchase orders the new purchase 
orders will be saved to the database and listed in the Purchase Order Lookup screen. The user can open each 
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purchase order, review, make changes, remove items, and modify purchase order details as many times as 
the user needs to in order to complete a purchase order. Each time the user makes changes, make sure the 
user saves the purchase order so that you don’t loose any of the changes the user made (the system will warn 
you if the user tries to cancel without saving).  
 
To edit a purchase order, follow these easy steps:  

1. If the user is not already on the Purchase Order Lookup screen, click or tap the Purchasing icon and 
select search.  

2. Search for, or use the filters to find the specific purchase order the user wants to edit. Click or tap Edit 
Purchase Order on the left of the desired purchase order.  

3. Once the Edit Purchase Order screen has opened the user can edit the desired information. 
4. The user must hit Save Purchase Order in the bottom right corner when editing is complete.  
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Transfer Orders 
Transfer Orders are used to move inventory from one location to another, send inventory back to a supplier 
(RMA), receive inventory in from a supplier (when a purchase order has not been created or needed), or to 
adjust inventory in or out of a location.  
 

Transfer Order Lookup 
Transfer Lookup is used to find existing inventory transfers for edit, print, 
copy, or review. To find an existing transfer order, follow these steps:  

1. Click or tap the Purchasing Button Icon and select Transfer Orders, 
then click or tap the Search Icon. 

2. The Transfer Order Lookup screen will appear with a listing of all 
Transfer Orders to which the user’s role provides access.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
NOTE: By default all closed inventory transfers are filtered out of the initial view. Closed inventory transfers are 
those that have been completely received, cancelled, or manually closed. To include closed inventory transfers 
in the lookup list, remove the checkmark next to Hide Closed, in the upper right corner of the screen.  

3. Use the same techniques to search for a Transfer Order as the user would to search for any record in 
the system. Use the search by drop down menu to select a base field for the user’s search. Enter the 
the user’s search criteria in the search by field, and click or tap the search.  

4. Once the user has found the correct Transfer Order, click or tap Edit Transfer Order to the left of the 
Order number and the Transfer Screen will appear.  
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Transfer Order Record  
The Transfer Order record is structured much like other records throughout OpSuite, except that Transfer 
Orders are actually transactions, rather than just basic records. This means that they have additional actions 
that can be performed, or that are performed, based on status.  
 
Let’s review the Transfer Order Record:  

1. From the Transfer Order Icon the user will click or tap the Search button to bring up the Transfer Order 
Record Lookup.  

 
2. Filter through the Transfer Orders to find the user's desired order. The user will then click or tap Edit 

Transfer Order to the left of the order number.  

` 
As mentioned previously, the Transfer Order screen is similar to other records in the system, except the user 
will notice there is a totals line in the middle of the screen, indicating that this is a transactional screen rather 
than a basic record like an Item, or a Customer record. Let’s review each section of the Transfer Order.  
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NOTE:  In this example, we will use a inter-store transfer order. However, all transfer orders are basically the 
same, regardless of whether they are location - to - location, location to supplier, supplier to location, or just a 
location adjustment.  
 
Transfer Order Header  
The Transfer Order Header is located at the top of the record and contains the basic information about the 
Transfer, including Transfer Number, To and From Locations, etc. 

 

 

Let’s review the fields on the Transfer Order Header:  
● Transfer Number - The automatically generated transfer order number which the transfer order is 

referenced.  
● Status - The status of the Transfer Order:  

○ Open - Has not been received.  
○ Partial - Has been partially received.  
○ Closed - Has been completely received or manually closed or cancelled.  

● Type - The type of Transfer Order that was created.  
● Inter-Location - Location to location transfer.  
● Supplier - In from a Supplier, or Out to a Supplier.  
● Standard - In from a manually noted source, or Out to a manually noted destination.  
● Title - The title of the Transfer Order.  
● From- the source location, supplier, or manually entered source.  
● To - The destination location, supplier, or manually entered destination.  
● Subtotal - The current subtotal of the Transfer Order, based on the items and costs included on the 

Transfer Order.  
● Tax - if applicable, sales or other taxes applied to the items.  
● Shipping - The current shipping total.  
● Total - The current total of the Transfer Order, including Tax and Shipping, based on the items and 

costs included on the Transfer Order.  
 
Transfer Order Details  
The Transfer Order Details tab includes additional; fields related to the Transfer Order, which provides more 
details, including dates, shipping, and notes.  
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Let’s review the fields on the Details tab:  
● Requisitioner - Individual requisitioning the Transfer Order or product(s.  
● Confirming To - Individual receiving the Transfer Order or product(s).  
● Freight - If being shipped via freight carrier the user can identify the carrier or other tracking 

information.  
● Shipping Via - Shipping carrier preferred to be used to ship the Purchase Order (i.e. UPS, FedEx, 

etc.). 
● FOB - Freight On Board (also can be Free on Board). FOB specifies which party (buyer or seller) pays 

for the shipment, loading costs, and where responsibility for the goods is transferred (at the point of 
shipment or point of delivery.  

● Remarks - Comments or other notes about the Transfer Order.  
● Terms - Payment terms for the Transfer Order (i.e. Net30, COD, etc).  
● Tax Rate - Tax Rate to be applied for the Transfer Order, if applicable.  
● Date Required - Date in which the user requires the products on the Transfer Order be delivered. This 

can also be used for a Cancellation Date if desired.  
● TO Date - Date of the Transfer Order. This is automatically set to the date the Transfer Order was 

created, but can be modified if necessary to reflect another date.  
 

Transfer Order Content 
The Transfer Order Content Tab is where the items being transferred are listed. This is also where the user 
would add items, make modifications to quantities or costs, or remove items prior to placing the Transfer.  
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At the top of Transfer Order Content tab, the user will find various tools to help the user navigate the Transfer Order. In 

many cases, depending on the number of items being transferred, the user will have multiple pages of items.  

● Lines per page - The user can control the number of items that appear on each page using the Line per page 

setting. The user can choose from 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 or 500 lines per page. This makes it easier for the user to 

review items on the Transfer ORder based on the user’s preferences.  

● Page Tool - The user can flip from page to page using the right and left arrows, or jump to a specific page by 

entering the desired page number on the page listing tool.  

● Total Items - The total unique items currently on the Transfer Order.  

● Quick Add - The Add Items button brings up a screen for adding items to the Transfer Order by filtering and 

sorting items. Multiple items can be added at one time. This is the preferred method from creating Transfer 

Orders using the manual transfer function.  

The main body of the Content Tab is a grid listing of the items currently on the Transfer Order. As with all lists within 

OpSuite the user can filter and sort each column to see the information in the format the user prefers.  

 

Let’s review the columns (fields) in this item list:  

● SKU - The SKU or Item Lookup Code for the items being transferred.  

● Description - The item description for the item being transferred.  

● Order Qty - This is the quantity of the item that the user is requesting from the supplier. 

● Qty at Source - THe item’s current quantity on hand at the source location (only available on Inter-Location 

transfers).  

● Qty at Destination - The item’s current quantity on hand at the destination location (for reference only). 

● Cost - The cost at which the item is being transferred.  

● Prince - The item’s current price (for reference only).  

● Tax Rate - The tax rate at which the item is being transferred.  
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Creating a Transfer Order (Wizard)  
To create a new Transfer Order:  

1. Click or tap the Purchase Button Icon, and then select Transfer 
Order.  

2. Click or tap the Wizard Icon under Transfer Order.  
3. Click or tap the desired checkbox for the transfer.  
● Transfer- In: Transfer of inventory into the store.  
● Transfer- Out: Transfer of inventory out of the store.  
● Inter-Location: Creates two Transfer Orders one goes Out of one 

location and one goes IN to another location.  
4.  Create a Title for the Transfer Order.  
5. The date and time when the Transfer will go into effect.  

 
6. The user will choose the location of the transfer.  
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7. The user will select the department/category of the transfer.  

 
 

8. Select the item selection filters  

 
 

9. This will show the user the status of the transfer.  
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Creating a New Manual Transfer Order 
To create a New Manual Transfer Order: 

1. Click or tap the Purchase Button Icon, and then select Transfer Order.  
2. Click or tap the New Icon under Transfer Order.  
3. Click or tap the desired checkbox for the transfer.  
● Transfer- In: Transfer of inventory into the store.  
● Transfer- Out: Transfer of inventory out of the store.  
● Inter-Location: Creates two Transfer Orders one goes Out of one location and one goes IN to another 

location.  
4.  Create a Title for the Transfer Order.  
5. The date and time when the Transfer will go into effect.  

 
 

 
 

Editing a Transfer Order  
Transfer Orders can be edited up to the point the Transfer Order is marked as “Placed”, at which time the user 
can no longer add or edit the items on the Transfer Order.  
 
To edit a Transfer Order, follow the steps in the Transfer Order Lookup Section above to locate and open a 
Transfer Order Record.  
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On a newly created Transfer Order, the user will need to complete any fields on the Details tab that are required. In 

most cases these fields are optional for Transfer Orders and can be left blank.  

 

 

 

To review or modify the items on a Transfer Order, follow these steps:  
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1. Click or tap Content tab to view the items currently on the Transfer Order. As with other lists throughout 

OpSuite, the user can select the number of lines per page that the user will see, navigate from page to page, and 

sort or filter by each column, making it easy for the user to review the existing items on the Transfer Order 

Record.  

2. The user can modify the Qty to Transfer and the cost of each item on the Transfer Order. Double-click (tap) the 

appropriate field and enter the desired value. Click or tap save before adding new items or leaving the page to 

save the user’s changes.  

3. To remove an item from an Transfer Order, simply change the Qty to Transfer to 0 and click or tap save.  

4. To add items to a Transfer Order, click or tap Quick Add button in the top right corner or the Contents tab. Add a 

name and the Qty and click or tao the Quick Add button to the right of Qty. 

 

5. Make any other modifications or additions needed and then decide if the user is ready to place the Transfer. 

Placing (clicking or tapping the Save Transfer Order button in the bottom right) the Transfer Order locks the 

transfer and automatically sends a transfer request to the Source Location (if it is an Inter-Location Transfer), 

and a transfer receiver to the destination location. If the user is not ready to lock the transfer yet, the user can 

simply save the Transfer Order and then come back to it later to make more modifications or to be placed. 

Either way, be sure to save your changes by clicking or tapping Save Transfer Order.  

 

Receiving or Issuing a Transfer from the Transfer Record 
The user can click Receive from the transfer record, which creates and takes the user to the receiver for that 
record.  

Importing Transfer Orders  
1. Create a new Transfer in Opsuite 

 
Before the user can import items into the Transfer, the user has to create a new, blank transfer first, use the 
user’s normal process to create a new order, creating a title and choosing the location(s), etc., but don’t add 
any items to it yet.  
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2. Prepare to import file 
 
Before the user can import the items into the newly created transfer, we have to prepare the import file. Create 
a new excel document with two columns; the first will be for the item SKU and the second column will be the 
quantity to transfer. If you already have a data file, the user can edit it down so the only those two columns 
remain. Make sure there are no column headers or empty rows; otherwise the import will treat them as items 
which will result in an error.  If the import file includes any additional columns, the import will not work. 
Each line in the document will represent the item the user wants to transfer and how many quantity the user 
wishes to transfer. The data in the user’s import file should look something like this:  
 

 

 

 
If the user has SKUs to import that have leading zeroes (like the example SKU in the screenshot above), it’s 
important to format the SKU column as text so that the SKU data is treated as a text. Otherwise, the leading 
zeroes will be removed because Excel thinks they are unnecessary.  
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Once the data looks good, make sure to save the import file as .CSV  
 
3. Import items into the transfer  
 
Now the user is ready to import the file into the transfer. Navigate to the newly created Transfer and click or tap 
the blue edit button.  

 
 
Scroll down about halfway and click the blue Add Item Button on the left side.  
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Clicking or tapping the Add Item button brings up the Add Item screen. From there the user can choose to 
import the import file (or individually add items manually). Click or tap the blue browse button on the bottom left 
and locate the imported file (remember, it must be in .CSV format).  

 
As soon as the user chooses the file and selects Open, the import begins. A successful import will show all of 
the items in the item window’s Added tab. If any errors occurred, the user would see the reason for each 
showing up on the Errors tab.  
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If the user didn’t get any errors, the user may click or tap the blue OK button at the bottom to add the items to 
the order. The user can also skip step 4 and proceed to step 5, placing the order.  
 
4. Troubleshooting Errors During Import 
 
Common errors would most likely be SKU related. Either the SKU that was entered is in the wrong column, it 
was mistyped or spelled incorrectly, or simply doesn’t exist in OpSuite yet. Basically, if the SKU in the import 
file doesn’t match the SKU in OpSuite exactly, then the user will receive and error.  
 
If the user received any errors, take note of the items that errored and add them to a new Excel document, 
making all necessary corrections, so that the user can prepare another import file for the ones that didn’t 
process the first time.  
 
The user can perform multiple item imports for the same order. Note that is the same items is included on 
multiple transfers, the quantity from the file will always ADD TO (not replace) the existing quantity.  
 
Otherwise, the user can simple add the rest of the missing items to the order manually. Often this will be the 
quickest option if only a few errored out.  
 
5. Placing the Order.  
 
Now that the user’s items have been imported, the user can place the order. Before placing, double check to 
make sure that all other information on the order is correct. This will be the user’s last opportunity to make 
changes to the order. Once it’s placed the user won’t be able to modify any items or counts. CLick or tap the 
blue Place Transfer button at the top of the Transfer page when the user is ready to finalize the order.  
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Receivers  
Receivers are used to receive inventory into a location from Purchase Orders or Transfers in, to issue 
inventory out of a location from a Transfer Out, or to Receive inventory into a location on the fly (Custom 
Receiver) when a Purchase Order or Transfer has not previously been created.  
 

Receiver Lookup 
Receiver Lookup is used to find existing receivers for edit, review, or 
commit. To find an existing Receiver, follow these steps:  

1. Click or tap the Purchasing button icon and select Receivers. From 
there the user will click or tap the Search Icon.  

2. The Receivers Lookup Section will appear with a listing of all 
Receivers to which the user’s role provides access.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. Use the same techniques to search for a Receiver as the user would to search for any record in the 
system. Use the Search by drop down menu to select a base field for the user’s search. Enter the 
user’s search criteria in the Search by field, and click or tap Search. The user can, of course, filter and 
sort each column as needed to get the results the user desires. 

4. Once the user has found the correct Receiver, click or tap Edit Receipt on the left of the Receiver 
number and the Receiver screen will appear.  

Receiver Record  
The Receiver Record is structured much like other records throughout OpSuite, except that Receivers are 
actually transactions, similar to Transfer and Purchase Orders. This means that they have additional actions 
that can be performed, or that are performed, based on status.  
 
Below is a review of the Receiver Record:  

1. From the Receiver lookup screen (above) select a Receiver from the list by clicking or tapping Edit 
Receipt next to the Receiver Number.  

2. This will bring up the Receiver Record.  
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As mentioned previously, the Receiver screen is similar to other records in the system, except the user will notice there 

is a “totals” line in the middle of the screen, indicating that this is a transactional screen rather than a basic record like 

an Item, or a Customer record. Let’s review each section of the Receiver. 

 

Receiver Header 
The Receiver Header is located at the top of the record and contains the basic information about the Receiver, 
including the Receiver Number, Title, etc.  
 

 

Below is a review of the fields on the Receiver Header:  
● Receiver Number - The automatically generated Receiver is referenced (setup the user’s auto 

numbering options in Company Setup).  
● Title - The description of the Receiver. This is free form text that the user can use to describe the 

Receiver.  
● Receiver Method - The type of record being received or issued; purchase order, transfer, or custom.  
● Received By - Automatically filled in when saved, this field records who commits the Receiver.  
● Allocation Method - The method by which the shipping and fees costs are allocated across the items 

being received. Options here are None, Allocated by Cost, or Allocated Manually.  
● Shipping & Fees - This field is used to record shipping or other fields related to the delivery of the 

product to your location. This can be allocated across the items being received (manually or weighted 
by cost), or recorded as a separate fee that does not affect the cost of the items.  

On the “Totals” line:  
● Total Order Qty - Total items on the purchase order or transfer that is associated with the Receiver.  
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● Order Total RTD/ ITD - This is the total Received to Date (RTD), or Issued to Date (ITD) for the 
purchase order or transfer across multiple receivers.  

● Total Remaining Qty - Total number of items that are remaining to be received from the purchase 
order or transfer.  

● Total Cost - This is the total cost of items received on the Receiver.  
 
Receiver Details  
The Receiver Details tab including additional fields related to the Receiver and the Purchase Order or Transfer 
it is associated to, which provides more details, including various dates and status.  
 

 

 

Here is a review of the fields on the Details tab:  

● Order Number - The Purchase Order or Transfer Order Number associated with the Receiver.  

● Supplier Code - The code for the supplier, if applicable.  

● Location(s) - The location for the receiver.  

● Required Date - The date the user wants the product by.  

● Delete Un-Committed Receivers Check Box - This check box can be selected if the user wants the system to 

automatically find any un-committed receivers for the same purchase orders or transfers and removes them. 

This is used when the user is closing a purchase order or transfer and the user does not want any receiver that 

has been created by other to be committed after the current receiver is completed.  

● Status - The status of the Receiver.  

● Packing Slip Number - If the user has a Packing Slip or Invoice Number, it can be recorded here for late reporting 

or export.  

● Commit Date - Date on which the receiver is committed.  

 

Receiver Item Details  
The Receiver Item Details tab is where the items being received or issued are listed. This is also where the 
user would add items, make modifications to quantities or costs, or remove items prior to committing the 
Receiver.  
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At the top of the Inventory Receiver Item Details tab, the user will find various tools to help the user manage the items, 

or add items to, the Receiver. In many cases, depending on the number of items being received or issued, the user will 

have multiple pages of items. Use the paging tool to navigate the pages.  

● Lines per page - The user can control the number of items that appear on each page using the lines per page 

setting. The user can choose from 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 lines per page. This makes it easier for the user 

to review items on the Receiver base on your preferences.  

● Paging tool - The user can flip from page to page using the right and left arrows, or jump to a specific page by 

entering the desired page number on the page listing tool.  

● Items in List - The total unique items currently on the Receiver.  

● Quick Add - The Quick Add button brings up a screen which allows the user to enter the SKU of the items being 

received or issued, along with the quantity to quickly add items to the Receiver. The user could also user a 

barcode scanner (wired or wireless) to scan into this screen. When the quantity field is set, it remains the same 

quantity until the user changes it, this makes it easier for the user to scan items without having to view or edit 

the screen between each scan.  

● Add Items - The Add Items button brings up a screen for adding items to the Receiver by filtering and sorting 

items. Multiple items can be added at one time. This is the preferred method for creating Receivers using the 

Custom Receiver Function.  

● Clear Qty - The Clear Qty button clears all quantities on the Receiver.  

● Select All - The Select All button enters the quantity remaining to be received (or issues) from a purchase order 

or transfer into quantity (Qty) field.  

Creating a Receiver 
There are several ways to create a new Receiver in the system.  
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Create a new Receiver from a Purchase Order 
To create a new Receiver from a Purchase Order:  

1. From the Placed Purchase Order, click or tap the Receive Order button at the bottom of the Purchase 
Order Screen (the Receiver button is only available if the purchase order is placed, the user has 
security role rights for Receivers, and the user has Receivers setup for use in OpSuite).  

 

 

Create a new Receiver from a Transfer 
To create a new Receiver from a Transfer: 

1. From the Placed Transfer, click or tap Receiver Order (Transfer In) or Issue (Transfer Out) button in the 
bottom right of the Transfer Screen (the Receive and Issue buttons are only available if the Transfer is 
placed, the user has security role rights for Receivers, and the user has Receivers setup for use in 
OpSuite).  

 

Create a New Receiver from Receivers  
To create a new Receiver from Receivers:  

1. Click or tap Purchasing Button Icon, and select Receivers. From 
there the user will click or tap the New Icon.  

2. The New Receivers Screen will appear.  
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3. Enter appropriate title in the Receiver Title field.  
4. Select the type of order the user wants to receive or issue by selecting the Order Type to Receive drop 

down menu (options are Purchase Order, Transfer In, Transfer Out, and Custom Transfer). This will 
filter the orders available in the Select Orders to Receive grid below. However, if the user selects the 
Custom Receiver option, the grid will change to Locations to receive to.  

5. To Receive automatically the user must click or tap the checkbox that says Auto Receive Order.  
6. Locate the order(s) the user wants to receive or issue and select it by placing a checkmark in the box to 

the left of the order. If the user selects more than one order, the system will create multiple receivers in 
the next step.  

7. Click or tap save to create the Receiver(s). The system will take the user to the Receiver Lookup 
Screen with the new Receivers pre-filtered and easy to find.  

Editing and Committing a Receiver 
Receivers can be edited and saved without committing to inventory up to the point that it is “Committed” by 
clicking or tapping the Commit button, at which time the user can no longer add or edit the items on the 
Receivers.  
 
To edit a Receiver, follow the step in the Receiver Lookup Section above to locate and open a Receiver 
Record.  
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On a newly created Receiver, the user can complete any fields on the Header or Details tab that are required. In most 

cases these fields are optional for Receivers and can be left blank.  

 

To review, modify or add items on Receiver, follow these steps:  

1. Click or tap Item Details to view the items currently on the Receiver. As with other lists throughout OpSuite, the 

user can select the number of lines per page, navigate from page to page, move columns, hide columns, and sort 

or filter by each column, making it easy for the user to review the existing items on the Receiver board.  

2. The user can modify the Qty Field (Quantity to receive or issue) and the Cost of each item. Click or taps the 

appropriate field and enter the desired value. Click or tap Save before adding new items or leaving the page, to 

save the user's changes.  

3. To remove an item from the Receiver, simply change or leave the Qty at 0. They will remove when the Receiver 

is committed.  
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4. To add items to the Receiver, click or tap Add Items button at the bottom left of the Content tab. This brings up 

the Add Item screen. 

 

5. Use the Search and Filter capabilities on the Add Items screen to locate the items the user would like to add to 

the Receiver and enter a quantity in the Order Qty field. Entering a quantity marks the item to be added to the 

Receiver, with the specified quantity. Note that ONLY items offered from the Supplier (if a purchase order), or 

available in the location (if a transfer) will show up in the search screen, since they are the only ones that can be 

added to a Receiver.  

6.  To use a scanner to enter items or quantities on a Receiver, set the Quick Add quantity to the quantity the user 

wants each scan to represent (i.e. 1), then, and put the user’s cursor in the SKU field, then start scanning. Each 

scan will represent a quantity of 1 (assuming you have set the quantity to 1). HINT - If the user is receiving cases 

of product, the user can set to the case quantity (12 or 24), and then eachs can will represent that case quantity. 

Remember to change the quantity back to 1 after the user finishes with the case scanning.  

7. To Receive All or Issue All, the user can or tap the Select All button to have the system enter the remaining 

quantity (when the receiver is for a purchase order or transfer) int each item Qty field. The user can also click or 

tap Clear Qty to clear the Qty field, if the user wants to “start over”  

8. When the user has entered quantity on all items to be added to the Receiver, click or tap Save to complete the 

Add Items process. The user will be taken back the Item Details tab on the Receiver. 

9. Make any other modifications or additions needed and then decide if the user is ready to Commit the Receiver. 

Committing the Receiver locks the receiver and adjusts the inventory quantities and costs appropriately for the 

locations being effected. If the user is not ready to commit the Receiver, the user can simply click or tap save 

and then come back to it later to make more modifications or the commit it. If the user is ready to commit the 

Receiver, click or tap the Commit button at the top of the Receiver Screen.  

 

 

NOTE: When the user commits a receiver, the system checks to see if ALL systems checks to see if ALL items on the 

purchase order or transfer have been received, and if so, it will close the related purchase order or transfer. If not, it will 

leave the purchase order or transfer open for additional receivers to be received.  

Also note by checking the Delete Un-Committed Receivers box on the Details tab, the system will remove any open 

Receivers that are related to the same purchase order or transfer upon committing the Receiver. This is used to clean up 
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any “stray” receivers that had previously been created, but not committed, so they don’t mistakenly get committed in 

the future.  

 

Receiving items using a Custom Receiver 
Custom Receivers are Receivers that are created when the users to receiver inventory items into a location, 
but don’t have, or want to have a purchase order or transfer for them. Of course, when the user commits a 
Custom Receiver, the system still records all of the same information it would if the user has created a 
purchase order to transfer for the items first, it just does not have the backup document to compare to. So, the 
user still gets inventory into the location, and the user gets proper costing and history information, the user just 
don’t have the backup purchase order or transfer.  
 
To create, edit and commit a Custom Receiver, the user can follow the steps show avoce in “Create a New 
Receiver in Receivers” and “Editing and Committing a Receiver” for a Custom Receiver, but the user will skip 
the steps of selecting a purchase order or transfer, and instead the user will select a location into which to 
receive the items.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheduling a Receiver to Auto Receive 
Receivers can be set to automatically receive all remaining items on a Purchase Order or Transfer using the 
Auto Receive Order function in the New Receiver. This is very handy for organizations who are confident in the 
delivery of the items they order or transfer, and do not want to use resources at their locations to manually 
receive order or transfers. Using this function the user can just hit the check box next to Auto Receive Order.  
 
To schedule a Receiver to Receive a Purchase Order or Transfer, follow these steps:  
 

1. Click or tap the Purchase Icon, and then select Receivers, the user will then click or tap New.  
2. The New Receiver screen will appear.  
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3. Enter an appropriate title in the Receiver Title Field.  
4. Put a checkmark in the Auto Receive Order box below the Receiver Title field.  
5. Select the type of order the user wants to receive by selecting the Order Type to Receive Drop Down 

menu (options are Purchase Order, Transfer in, Transfer out, and Custom Receiver). This will filter the 
orders available in the Select Orders to Receive the grid above.  

6. In the list of orders, find the orders the user wants to schedule for receipt and next to it, put a 
checkmark in the Select column.  

7. Date to receive Auto Receive Order.  
8. Click or tap save to create the Receiver, and schedule it for Commit.  

 
Scheduled Receivers will be listed in the Receiver Lookup screen with a Status of Scheduled. The user can 
sort or filter by the Status Column to find only the Scheduled Receivers, if the user likes.  
 
NOTE: Once a Receiver has been scheduled, it cannot be modified. However, the user can delete a scheduled 
Receiver, if the user wants to prevent it from completing.  
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The user can create from the Purchase itself and from transfer order and from the Receivers 

Receiving from the Purchase Order 
The user can click Receive from the purchase record, which creates and takes the user to the receiver for that 
record.  
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Item Distribution 
The Item Distribution module allows users to allocate and distribute inventory from a single location, such as a 
warehouse, back room, or store inventory, to multiple locations. The result of a distribution record is 
automatically created transfer documents (in and out) for all affected locations, making the process of 
preparing and completing large item transfers much easier. 
 
Creating a Distribution Record 
The Item Distribution module is located under the Purchasing menu in OpSuite. 

 
To create a new distribution record, select “New”. 
On the blank distribution record, enter an appropriate title in the “Transfer Title” field (this will be used for the 
transfer documents that are created.” 
Select or enter a date in the “Transfer Date” field. 
Select the “Distribute From” field, and choose the location from which the items are to be distributed. 
Select the Distribute To field and select the Locations to which the items will be distributed. 
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When ready, select “Create item Distribution.”  This creates the detailed section of the record. 

 
The user will receive a “Save successful” message, and the distribution record will be created. 
 
Item Distribution Details Section 
Once the Item Distribution Details section has been created, the user can now select the source from which 
the items and quantities will come; purchase order (PO), transfer order (TO), receiver, or by adding items 
manually. 
 
There are two “Source” drop-down fields. Select the first “Source” drop-down field. This is where the user can 
select from Purchase Order, Transfer In, Transfer Out, or Receiver options. Select the desired option. In this 
example, we will select Purchase Order (PO). 
 
In the second “Source” drop-down field (to the right of the first) select the specific record from the list of 
available records. After selecting the specific record, all Items from that record will be displayed in the Item 
Distribution Detail section. 
 
NOTE: Items can always be added manually to the distribution document, even when the base source is a PO, 
TO, or receiver.  If the desire is to have ONLY manually added items, the user will skip the step of selecting a 
“source” at this time. 
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At this point the user can either manually enter the quantity to be distributed to each location, or they user can 
select the Auto Distribute option. This option allows the user to select from three auto distribution options:  

● Distribute Evenly Across Locations - this allocates the Qty Avail evenly across the selected 
locations. This option will use all of the Qty Avail when doing it’s allocation. 

● Distribute Evenly Across Locations, but don’t go above Max/Restock Level - this option allocates 
the Qty Avail evenly across the selected locations up to, but not above each locations Max/Restock 
level. This option will use as much of the Qty Avail as needed to allocate up to the Max/Restock levels 
for each location. 

● Distribute According to the Min/Max settings for each location - this allocates the Qty Avail to each 
selected location according to the Min/Max settings for each location. This option will use as much of 
the Qty Avail as needed to allocate up to the Max/Restock levels for each location. 

Auto Distribute Quantities 
To use the Auto Distribute option, select the Auto Distribute button. 

 
Select the desired auto distribution option, and click Distribute.  The allocation process will begin immediately, 
and take just a few seconds to complete. 
 
NOTE: The user can edit the quantities to be distributed, if desired. 

Manually Distribute Quantities 
To manually enter the quantities to be distributed, click into the QTY field for each item, under each selected 
location, and enter the desired quantity to be distributed.  
 
NOTE: The “Qty Avail” will decrement (or increment if reducing QTY) as quantities are added. 
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Manually Adding Items for Distribution 
When creating a manual item distribution, fill in the item distribution information fields, select the “From” 
location and the “To” locations the same as described above, and click save. 
 
In the Item Distribution Details section, select the “Add Items” button. 

 
The Inventory Lookup window will show and the user can enter item quantities to be distributed for each 
selected location. 
 

 
When done entering quantities, click Save to add them to the Item Distribution Details screen. 

Completing the Distribution Record and Creating Transfers 
Once all of the desired items are on the distribution record, and appropriate quantities are added, the user can 
complete the distribution record and create transfers (both out of the “From” location and into the “To” 
locations).  
 
To complete the distribution record and create transfers, click “Create Transfers”. 
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A window will pop up, asking “Do you want to auto place the created transfers?”  If “Yes” selected, the transfer 
out from the “From” location will be automatically placed, issued and Committed. Nothing has to be done at the 
“From” location to complete the process. 
If “No” is selected, a transfer out will be created, but not issued. A user can then issue the items and commit 
the transfer out at the “From” location. 
In both scenarios, transfer in documents will be created at each of the “To” locations. A user must then receive 
the transfer in, and commit it, as normal. 
The user can also select “Cancel” to go back to the previous screen. 
 
At this point the process is complete.  Users can view previously created distribution documents on the 
Distribution Lookup screen, as shown above. 
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Relationships 
The Relationship module in OpSuite is one of the most populous and powerful modules throughout the system. 
Relationships are a very important part of any growing business, and this is where the users manages the 
data, reporting, and interactions with the business relationships the user has. The Relationships modules 
includes:  
 

● Customers - Customer records for all locations and location 
groups. Customers can be global (flow throughout all locations), 
local (stay put in one “home” location), or they can be attached to 
a location group to flow throughout a region, district, franchise, or 
other area. The customer record also has powerful customer 
relationship management (CRM) capabilities to track and follow- 
up on customer requests, interactions, or promotions.  

● Suppliers - Suppliers records record all of the important 
information about each supplier, including the items carried by the 
supplier. The user can also manage interactions with each supplier using the contacts and activities 
tool. (*)  

● Employee - Employee records contain important information about each employee, cashier, sales rep, 
and the user’s organization. Assign security roles and settings for OpSuite, as well as the point of sale 
systems on the employee record. The user can also manage interactions with each employee through 
the edit employee icon on the left hand side.  

● Community Center - Coming Soon  
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Customers 
Customers relationships are critical to every business, regardless of size, type, or location. OpSuite provides 
the users with a powerful customer relationship management tool in its Customers module. Each customer 
record holds valuable information about each of the users customers, from contact information and sales 
history, to activities and promotions. In this section, we will review the customer record, how to add and edit a 
customer, and few ways in which the user can interact with the users customers using the tools provided within 
the Customer module.  
 

Customer Lookup  
Customer lookup is used to find existing Customers for edit, print, copy, or 
review. To find an existing Customer, follow these steps. 

1. Click or tap the Relationship Icon and select the Customers icon 
below.  

2. The Customer Lookup screen will appear with a listing of all the 
customers to which the user's role provides access.  

 
NOTE: By default all inactive customers are filtered out of the initial view. 
The user can include inactive customers by hitting the edit customer icon on 
the left hand side. And clicking or tapping the check makes the customer active.  
 

 
 

3.  Use the same techniques to search for a Customer as the user would to search for any record in the 
system. Use the Search by the drop down menu to select a base field for the user’s search. Enter the user’s 
criteria in the search by field, and click or tap Search. The user can, of course, filter and sort each column as 
needed to get the results the user desires.  
 4.Once the user found the correct Customer, click or tap Edit Customer on the left of the Customer 
number and the Customer Record Screen will appear.  
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Customer Record 
The Customer Record is structured similar to other records throughout OpSuite, in that the user finds the top 
section with the basic information and as the users scrolls down the user finds that Customer Cards along with 
the Customer Details.  In Customer Details the user has information of contacts, sales and custom fields.  
 
In this section we will go through the various tabs and fields and explain what each field should contain and 
how they are used throughout the system.  
 
If the user is not already on a customer record, follow the steps in the Customer Lookup Section above to find 
a customer and open its record.  
 
Basic Customer Information 
The Basic Customer Information is found at the top of the Customer Record.  
 

 
 
Let’s go through the fields on the basic customer information section:  

● Account Number - The Account Number of the Customer. This is the unique identifier for each 
customer that is used to reference or locate the customer at the point of sale, as well as throughout 
OpSuite. This number can be automatically generated (sequential) or it can be manually created, but 
must be unique.  
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● Name - The Name field is two lines for first and last name.  
● Company - The Company the Customer is with, if applicable.  
● Primary Address - The main address for the customer, also the billing address (where the customer 

receives invoices or statements, if applicable).  
● Line 1 - First line of address. 
● Line 2 - Second line of address (usually Suite or Apartment number), if applicable. 
● Line 3 - Third line of address, if applicable. 
● Line 4 - Fourth line of address, if applicable.  
● City - The customer’s primary address city. 
● State - The customer’s primary address state.  
● Zip Code - The customer’s primary address zip code. 
● Telephone - The customer’s main telephone number.  
● Email - The customer’s main email address.  

 
Located on the right are:  

● Active Customer - Active Customer Check Box: If checked the customer record is showing on the 
main screen and is active. If unchecked the customer record is inactive and will not show on main 
customer screen.  

● Account Type - The Type of Account the Customer has been assigned. This setting allows the user to 
categorize customers into types, and apply specific rules to each customer type. See Account Types 
under Admin section in this guide for more information.  

● Tax/Resale ID - The customer’s Tax ID or Resale ID. This is generally used for customers who are not 
charged sales tax on transactions because of their business type or if they are purchasing wholesale. 

● Price Level - The price level drop down menu allows the user to set the customer to a specific price 
level (A, B, or C) for their pricing when making a purchase. The user can set these price levels on each 
item, providing different prices to different customer groups based on the user's own internal criteria. 
See the item Record Section in the guide for more information on price levels.  

● Discount (%) - The discount percentage the user offers to the customer as default. If this is set, the 
customer will receive the listed discount percentage on all transactions.  

● Last Visit - The last date in which the Customer visited one of the user’s locations and made a 
purchase.  

● Total Visits - The total number of time the Customer has made a purchase at any of the user’s 
locations.  

● Total Sales - Total amount purchased by the Customer at all locations.  
● Total Savings - Total amount saved by the Customer at all locations. (Price - Discount Price = 

Savings) 
● Loyalty Balance - Balance of the customer’s Loyalty program, if applicable. (advanced module) 

 
Customer Contacts 
The customer contacts tab contains a list of all of the contacts that have been added to the customer record. 
This includes the primary contact information and primary address information or contact. The user can use 
this feature to record specific data about a customer’s spouse, children or colleagues who are authorized to 
purchase under the account.  
 
Let’s review the fields on the contact section, as well as the contact view/edit screen. 
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To edit or add new contact click or tap the icons in the bottom right.  

● Type - Type of contact information. Example: Primary information, billing address, ship to, contact and 
alternative ship to.  

● Name - Name of Contact {both first and last names show here} 
● Address 1 - Address line 1 of the Contact.  
● Address 2 - Address line 2 of the Contact.  
● City - City of Contacts Address.  
● State - State of Contacts Address.  
● Zip Code - Zip Code of the Contact’s Address.  
● Telephone - Phone Number of th Contact.  

 
If the user selects the Edit Contacts in the bottom right corner the user is able to edit the contact and other 
additional information, if applicable.  

Creating a Customer  
There are a couple of different ways that customers can be created in OpSuite. The most common way 
customers are created is at the point of sale during sales transactions. These are automatically and 
immediately created in OpSuite, regardless of which point of sale application the users is using at the user's 
store locations (refer to the users point of sale user guide for more information about adding customers at the 
point of sale). The other way to create a new customer is directly in the customer module within OpSuite. This 
is what we are going to review in this section. When the user creates customers in OpSuite, they can be 
assigned to a “Home” location, and a Location Group, which is where the customer will be available for sales 
transactions, etc.  
 
To create a new customer in OpSuite: 

1. Click or tap into the Customer’s module 
and select the New Customer Icon on the 
left.  

2. This brings up the New Customer 
Window.  
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3. Complete the fields in Basic Customer Information,as appropriate.  
NOTE: All customers must be assigned to a Home Location, and a Location Group. The Location Group tells 
the system in which locations this particular customer will be available.  
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4. On the Customer Details section the user can add one or more contacts, click or tap the Add New 
Contact icon in the bottom right corner. Complete the necessary fields and click or tap save to add each 
contact to the customer record.  

5. On the Activities Tab (that is coming soon), if the user would like to add an activity, click or tap 
Activities. Complete the necessary fields and click or tap Save to add activities to the customer record.  

6. Once all the information has been entered for the customer, click or tap the Save Customer icon in 
the bottom right hand corner. The newly created customer record will be saved in the system, and transmitted 
to the appropriate location(s).  
 

Editing Customers 
The user can edit most customer information, depending on the user’s security roles. When the user saves a 
customer record after editing one or more fields the information is saved in the database and updated 
throughout the enterprise for any location where the customer record resides. Follow the steps in the Customer 
Lookup section above, to find and access a customer record for editing. After making the user’s changes, be 
sure to click or tap save to record the user’s changes in the database.  
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Suppliers 
The supplier module is another relationship module that not only records the typical contact information, but 
also gives the user easy access to transactional history, items carried, and important settings that tell the 
system how the user will interact with each supplier. In addition, we have added an Activities module that turns 
the supplier record into a relationship management tool.  
 

Supplier Lookup 
Supplier Lookup is used to find existing Suppliers for edit, print, copy, or review. To find an existing Supplier, 
follow these steps: 

1. Click or tap the Relationships icon and select Suppliers.  
2. The Supplier Lookup screen will appear with a listing of all 

suppliers to which your role provides access.  
NOTE: By default all inactive suppliers are filtered out of the initial 
view. The user can include inactive suppliers by checking the Active 
Box in each Basic Supplier Information.  

 
3. Use the same techniques to search for a Supplier as the user would search for any record in the 

system. Use the Search by drop down menu to select a base field for the users search. Enter the user's 
search criteria in the search by field, and hit Enter. The user can, of course, filter and sort each column 
as needed to get the results the user desires.  

4. Once you have found the correct Supplier, click or tap Edit Supplier on the left side and the Supplier 
Record Screen will appear.  
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Supplier Record  
The Supplier Record is structured similar to other records throughout OpSuite, in that it has a header section 
on the top, with base information about the supplier, then at the bottom the user will find tabs that each contain 
specific information or additional records pertaining to the supplier.  
 
In this section we will go through the various tabs and fields and explain what each field should contain and 
how they are used throughout the system.  
 
If the user is not already on a supplier record, follow the steps in the Supplier Lookup section above to find a 
supplier and open its record.  

Supplier Header  
The Supplier Header is found when the user clicks or taps into the Supplier.  

 
 

● Account Number - The Account Number of the Supplier (Auto- Generated). This is a unique identifier 
for the supplier.  

● Supplier Code - The Supplier Code is generally used to identify the supplier with the user's own code 
structure. This can be used to lookup the supplier on a purchase order or other areas in the system.  

● Supplier Name - Name of the supplier, generally their company name.  
● Address- The supplier’s address. 

○ Line 1 - First line of the address. 
○ Line 2 - Second line of the address (usually Suite or Apartment number), if applicable. 
○ City, State, Zip Code - The supplier’s address city, state and zip code.  
○ Country - The supplier’s country. This is a drop down menu from which the user can choose the 

appropriate country.  
● Contact Information - The name of the supplier. There is a title drop down menu containing various 

title options, including: Mr., Mrs., Miss., Ms., Dr., Sir., Lord. 
● Telephone- Phone number of the supplier’s main contact.  
● Email - Email address of the supplier’s main contact.  
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● Website - Web address for the supplier’s main contact.  
● Tax ID - Tax ID of the supplier. 
● Accepted Currency - Currency accepted by the supplier.  
● Term - Accounting Terms for that Supplier. Example: Net 30, Net 10, etc. 

 
Supplier Items 
The Items carried is found at the bottom of the page once the user has clicked or tapped on a supplier.  

 
 
We will go through each of the columns in the Supplier Items.  

● Edit - This is where the user can edit the supplier items.  
● SKU- The SKU (Item Lookup Code) of the item carried. 
● Description - Description of the items carried.  
● Supplier Cost - Cost of the item.  
● Minimum Order - The minimum number of items the user can order.  
● Reorder Number - The ID that the supplier uses to identify the item.  
● MPQ - Minimum Pack Quantity. The minimum amount that can be ordered on a single purchase order 

from the respective supplier.  
 

Creating a Supplier  
Creating a Supplier in OpSuite is easy, but very important. The user should create the users suppliers prior to 
adding items for the supplier, as the supplier will need to be associated with the item during the item creation. 
Suppliers are also required for purchase orders.  
 
To create a new supplier in OpSuite: 

1. Click or tap the Relationships Button Icon and select 
Suppliers.  

2. From there click or tap the New Supplier Icon in the top left.  
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3. The Account Number is generated by the system. 
4. Complete the fields as appropriate. Pay special attention to formatting, any incorrectly formatted fields 

will be flagged in red when the user tries to save.  

Editing a Supplier 
The user can edit most supplier information, depending on the user’s security role. When the user saves a 
supplier record after editing one or more fields, the information is saved in the database and updated 
throughout the enterprise. Follow the steps in the Supplier Lookup section above to find and access a supplier 
records for editing. After making the user’s changes, be sure to click or tap save to record the user’s changes 
in the database.  
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Employees 
The employee module contains all employee records for OpSuite as well as the user’s point of sale 
application(s). Each employee record contains important information, employee roles and security, cashier and 
sales rep settings and security, and any activities assigned to, or associated with employee.  
 

Employee Lookup 
Employee Lookup is used to find existing Employees for edit, print, copy, or review. To find an existing 
Employee, follow these steps: 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Click or tap the Relationships Icon and select Employee.  
2. The Employee Lookup screen will appear with a listing of all 

employees to which the user’s role provides access.  
NOTE: By default all inactive employees are filtered out of the initial 
view.The user can include inactive employees by checking the active box 
when the user clicks or taps into the employee.  
 
 

 
3. Use the same techniques to search for an Employee as the user would to search for any record in the 

system. Use the Search by the field, and click or tap enter. The user of course, filter and sort each 
column as needed to get the results you desire.  

4. Once the user has found the correct Employee, click or tap the edit icon on the left side of the 
employee and the Employee Record screen will appear.  
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 Employee Record  
The Employee Record is where each employee’s login credentials are created, security levels and location 
group associations are maintained, and important settings and data are stored. The Employee Record is very 
important part of the system.  
 

 
 

 
 
Employee Basic Information 

● OpSuite Display - This will be your Login Name. It will automatically make a OpSuite ID. 
● OpSuite ID- This is the employee’s Login ID (Username) used when they login to OpSuite. 
● Name - Use the First and Last name in the given fields. 
● Address- This is a group of fields,  

○ Line 1- First line of the address. 
○ Line 2- Seconds line of the address (usually Suite or Apartment number), if applicable.  
○ Line 3 - Third line of the address, if applicable.  
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○ Line 4 - Fourth line of address, if applicable.  
○ City - The Employee’s address city.  
○ State - The Employee’s address state.  
○ Zip Code - The Employee’s address zip code.  
○ Country - The Employee’s country. This is a drop down menu which the user can choose the 

appropriate country.  
● Active Checkbox - When checked, this indicates that the employee is active.  
● Telephone - Phone Number of Employee. 
● Email- Email address of the Employee.  
● Cashier Checkbox - When checked, this indicates that the employee is also a cashier at one or more 

locations.  
● Sales Rep Checkbox - When checked, this indicates that the employee is also a sales rep at one or 

more locations.  
 
Employee Info Tab 
The Employee Info Tab contains information about the employee’s role (security level) as well as which 
Location Group the user belongs. This is very important information,as it determines what type of access the 
employee has, and to which locations. It also contains POS location information as well as password setting.  
 

 
● Employee Role - This is the employee’s role within OpSuite. The employee role determines what 

information the employee can access (view/edit), as well as which modules the employee can see.  
The options are:  

○ Administrator 
○ Executive 
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○ Regional Manager 
○ Location Manager 
○ Cashier/Sales Rep 

● Location Group - The Location Group to which the Employee is assigned. 
● POS Location - OpSuite Password - Verify Password (?) 
● Password Settings:  

○ Reset Password on next login - when the user is created, this option is available to force the 
user to create their own password when they log in the first time.  

○ Reset Password in ____ days. -Coming Soon 
○ Password Never Expires - If checked, the Employee password will never expire (we do not 

recommend this option). 
○ Force Password Reset - SImilar to Reset Password on next login, this requires that the 

password be reset the next time the employee signs in.  
 

Creating an Employee  
Creating an Employee in OpSuite is easy, but very important. A employee cannot log into OpSuite, or the point 
of sales application without first having a employee record and all of the appropriate settings.  
 
To create a new employee in OpSuite:  
 

1. Click or tap into Employees and then select New 
Employee icon in the top left.  

2. This brings up the New Employee screen.  
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3. The OpSuite field is generated by the system. To complete this field, enter a POS Login name in the 
OpSuite Display field. This must be unique in the system, and can contain letters and/or numbers. We 
recommend keeping this simple as the employee/cashier must enter it every time they log into the POS 
or OpSuite system.  

4. Complete the fields, as appropriate. Pay special attention to formatting and bold fields (required). Any 
incorrectly formatted or required fields that are not entered correctly will be flagged in red when the user 
tries to save.  

5. If the employee is a cashier, and/or a sales rep, complete in the POS settings tab in order for the 
system to send the information to the point of sale.  

6. Once all information has been entered for the employee, click or tap the save icon in the bottom right 
hand corner. The newly created employee record will be saved in the system.  

 

Editing a Employee 
The user can edit most employee information, depending on the user’s security role. When the user saves an 
employee record after editing one or more fields, the information is saved in the database and updated 
throughout the enterprise. Follow the steps in the Employee Lookup section above, to find and access an 
employee record for editing. After making the users changes be sure to click or tap save to record the user’s 
changes in the database.  
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Tools 

Data Management 
In the Tools menu of Opsuite 5 the user will find great ways to manage the data used to drive the user’s 
business. Data Imports, which allow the user to insert, in bulk, items into the user’s 
database and even import purchase orders and Data Management, which allows the 
user to manage the user’s items, in bulk. 
 
To get started with Data Management, click or tap on Tools → Data Management. 

 

Creating Data Management Profiles 

 
 
Data Management uses profiles to manage the user’s data. This allows the user to create custom searches of 
the user’s data to manage it. To create a new profile, from the main screen click or tap Create Profile. 
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Give the profile a name and select the Type 

● Item Master will allow the user to manage the Master item information 
● Item Location Detail allows the user to manage the items at the location level 

Once the user’s filters are selected, click or tap Save. 
Once completed, the user’s new profile will appear at the top of the screen, ready to be selected. The user can 
create multiple profiles, depending on how the user want to manage the items. 
 

User Profiles to Manage Items 
When the user select a profile, the user will be presented with a filters screen. 

 
 
 

● Location Filters allows the user to select a specific location 
● Supplier Filters allows the user to select a specific supplier 
● Department/Category Filters allow the user to select a specific department and category 
● Attribute Filters allows the user to select specific attributes 
● Field Filters allows the user to narrow the user’s search by SKU, Description, Price, Cost,  

Active and more. 
Once your filters are set, click or tap Search. If the user does not select any filters, the user’s search will return 
all items. 
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Managing Items in the Grid 

 
The user can further customize the grid by clicking on the 3 bar icon on the left to add or remove columns. The 
user can also change the order of the columns by dragging and dropping them where the user wants them to 
be. 
 
If a column header has blue text, the data in that column is editable. Click or tap in the field and make the 
changes the user wishes to make. Pressing the enter key on the user’s keyboard will advance the user to the 
next row in the column. Pressing the tab key will jump the user to the next editable column on the same row. 
 
When the user’s changes are complete, click or tap  Review Changes. This will give the user a snapshot of all 
of the items that were changed.  

 
 
Here the user can make further changes if needed.  
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If the user has made a change to row that wasn’t needed, select the row and click or tap Clear Selected Rows. 
That row will drop off of the grid. 
 
If the user does not want to commit any of the changes, click or tap  Clear All to remove all items from the grid. 
 
When the user is ready to commit the changes, click or tap Submit Changes. This can not be undone. 
 
When changes have been submitted, the user will be returned to the previous screen. 
Data Management Notes 

● The user can delete profiles, but not edit them. If the user needs to edit a profile, delete it and create a 
new profile. 

● Within the columns the user can use copy and paste.  
● Formulas are currently not available in this module (Fed-2017) 
● Item Master profiles only adjust the master, or main, level of an item. 
● Item Location Detail profiles will only adjust the items for the location(s) selected. 
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Admin 

Locations  
 
Introduction: In the Admin menu of OpSuite the user will find….(?) 
 
The locations Module is where the user creates and manages location records 
for any location in the user enterprise, whether they are stores, mobile point of 
sale, warehouse, distribution centres, or simple back office inventory locations. 
The information provided on the location record tells OpSuite how to interact 
with the location from a communication standpoint, what type of locations it is, 
and which records belong to, or are associated with the location. Locations are 
associated with Location Groups (refer to Location Groups in this guide for 
more information) to define where in the overall hierarchy each location resides.  
 
 
 
To set up a new location, select New Location found in the upper left corner of the table. The user will begin by 
completing the basic location information, such as Location Code, Location Name, phone number, email, fax 
and website.  
 

 
 
Directly under, the user will find 2 additional sections; the first one is Edit Address. Here the user will enter the 
physical address for the location the user is creating.  
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Location information goes into more detail regarding the user's new location. If the new location does not fall 
under a pre-existing Location Group listed, the user must first create the Location Group before saving the new 
Location.  
 

 
 
Once the user has completed the basic location information, click or tap Save.  
 
At the bottom of the page, the user will see Location Details. This section will be blank until the user saves and 
comes back into the location to Edit. The user will then see Users that are assigned to the same Parent 
Location Group. The user can edit the assigned users by going into OpSuite under Relationships / Employees.  

 
 

Location Groups  
Location Groups are attached to each tier of the location hierarchy to make up the 
various regions, districts, or other groups of locations the user will need. The 
information provided on the location group record shows the location group 
hierarchy, and where the location group fits into the hierarchy, along with the 
locations that are attached to the Location Group, if applicable. Location Groups 
are associated with Locations.  
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To create a new Location Group, select New Location Group found in the upper left corner of the lookup table.  

 
 
Create the Group Code and Group Name. The user will then select the Parent Location. The Parent Location 
is the Location Group directly above the Location Group you are creating. (<< change this sentence) This will 
automatically update the drop-down menu under the Tiers. This is the level at which the Location Group 
resides. Tier 1 will always be the Enterprise, or top. Other examples could be Tier 2 is Regions, Tier 3 is 
Districts, and Tier 4 is individual stores.You will then enter a brief description of the Location Group. Once 
complete, click or tap Save.  
 
Directly under the New Location Group box is Location Group Details.  

 
 
This will remain empty until the user assigns locations, other Location Groups, and Users to this Location 
Group. This is done under the module associated with the action (i.e. Users will be under the Relationships 
module).  
 

Tender Templates 
Tenders are the payment options that will be accepted. This module will allow 
the user to create new and edit existing tender templates.  
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To create a new tender template, select New Tender Template in the upper left corner of the lookup table.  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Some actions will require the user to save, return to look-up and select the users Tender Type to edit. This is to 
ensure that all options are either enabled or disabled for the Tender Types. 
 

● Tender Code - The unique identifier for the Tender.  
● Tender Description - The Description on the Tender. This should be clear and concise to fit on 

receipts, tender screens, etc.  
● Tender Type - The type of Tender. The types that are available are Cash, Check, Credit Card, 

Account, Food Stamp, EC Cash Card, Voucher, Debit Card, Multi- Tender, and Other.  
● Round to Value - Automatically rounds the value input into this tender to the indicated value. 
● Active - When checked, Tender Template is Active. ( add what active means )  
● Validation Mask - Used for any tender requiring an input of a card or account number. Allows 

validation of the data input. An example of what the user would put in this field is: 4*************** which 
tells the system that on the specific tender type, the card or account number MUST start with 4 and 
contain 16 characters. This is the proper validation mask for a Visa credit card. The result would be that 
if a cashier selects the Visa tender type, but then swipes a MasterCard (which all start with a 5) the 
point of sale would stop the transaction and require the cashier to select the correct tender type for the 
card. 

● Maximum Amount - Maximum amount allowed for the tender (i.e. Maximum Amount of $1,000.00 will 
not allow an employee to input a value greater than $1,000.00 for this tender).  
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● Display Order - The order in which the tender is displayed in the Tender List when completing a 
transaction at the point of sale. Example: Display order 1 appears at the top of the list, followed b 2, etc. 
The user generally will want to put the most commonly used tenders at the top of the list.  

● Scan Code - Used to automate tender selection by barcode or other input method. This identifier will 
be used to find the correct tender when the code is scanned at the point of sale.  

● Prevent Order Tendering - When checked, prevents cashier from accepting any amount over the total 
of the transaction. This is commonly used for Credit Cards, Gift Cards, etc. where the user does not 
want to give change back to the customer on the particular tenders.  

● Require Signature - This will print a receipt with a signature line, or if the point of sale station has a 
signature capture device attached, this will enable the device to request a signature from the customer. 
Commonly used for Credit Card tenders.  

● Pop Cash Drawer - When checked, the cash drawer attached to the point of sale station will open 
automatically. Most commonly used for Credit Card tenders.  

● Allow Multiple Entries - This is most commonly used on the credit cards when the user allows for split 
tenders and a customer presents two different Visa cards, as an example, to pay of the transaction.  

● Perform Verification Via EDC - When checked, the system will require that an account be scanned, 
swiped or entered into specific fields, which will then be verified using merchant’s account information 
(setup on the location tender). If approved the transaction will complete, if not approved the transaction 
will require another tender type. This option is only available on Credit and Debit Tender Types.  

● Support Cash Back - Enables cash back options for debit tender types.  
● Debit Surcharge - Will apply an extra charge for the use of debit tender type. The user must check 

with the proper authorities to verify if this is allowed in the user’s area before using.  
● Cash Back Limit - Used for the Debit tender types, this limits the amount of cash that can be 

requested for cash back on a single transaction.  
● Cash Back Fee - Used for the Debit tender types, this applies an additional fee to the transaction when 

a customer selects cash back.  
● Check Franking - When checked, the point of sale will require that the check be placed in the receipt 

printers franking slot, where it will be marked with the information the user inputs in the three validation 
lines. This is used for stamping deposit information on the back of a check at the time of the 
transaction. A special receipt printer is required for this feature.  

● Check Verification - This option requires Microsoft RMS at the point of sale:  
1. Do not perform verification of account information.  
2. Closed: Only accepted checks listed in the database. 
3. Open: Accept checks not listed in the database. 
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Taxes 

Tax Groups  
The Tax Group records is very simple record, designed to identify the tax 
location or destination and hold the Tax Rate Rule(s) that make up the total 
Sales Tax for the group. The Tax Group record is what will be attached to 
each Location as their default Sales Tax Group, and also attached to 
Location Item Detail Records for items that do not fall under the location’s 
default Tax Group.  
 
To create a new tax group, click or tap on New Group found in the upper left 
corner of the lookup table.  
 
 

 
 
Taxable Group Code - The unique code by which the Tax Group is identified and located within the system. It 
is important that this field be unique, and accurate as it can be used to automatically identify tax rates when 
shipping or delivering product, in which case this field may be a Postcode, or a City Name.  
 
Taxable Group Name - Name of the Taxable Group. This will be used to identify the Tax Group within OpSuite 
and the Point of Sale System.  
 
Taxable Group Description - Detailed description of the Tax Group (optional).  
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To add new Tax Rate Rules, click or tap Create Rule under the Pending Tax Rate Rules heading.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The user can also add existing Tax Rate Rules to the new Tax Group by selecting the drop-down menu in the 
Pending Tax Rate Rules.  
 
Once the user has completed both sections, click or tap Save.  
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Tax Rate Rules  
The Tax Rate Tule record contains detailed information about the particular Tax 
Rate Rule. This information tells the system how to calculate this part of the 
Sales Tax for an item during a sales transaction, so it's very important that this 
information is entered and updated correctly.  
 
To create a new tax rate rule, click or tap New Rule found in the upper left 
corner of the lookup table.  
 
 
This page will mirror the Create Rule function in Tax Groups.  

 
 

● Type Code - The unique code by which the Tax Rate Rule is identified and located within the system.  
● Description - Detailed description of the Tax Group.  
● Maximum Taxable Amount - In the cases where the particular Tax Rate Rule will be in effect for a 

specific value range, this is the minimum (beginning) amount (where the tax rate will start to be 
applied).  

● Maximum Amount - In the cases where the particular Tax Rate Rule will be in effect for a specific 
value range, this is the maximum (ending) amount (where the tax rate will stop being applied).  

● Fixed Amount - The fixed tax amount, if there is one (this is not common).  
● Percentage - the Tax Rate for this rule is entered as a percentage (8% not .08)  
● Apply Over Minimum - Only apply tax to portion over minimum taxable amount. When checked, the 

system will only apply tax to the amounts above the minimum.  
● Include Previous Tax - This is a checkbox that the user can click or tap if they want to include the 

previously charged tax.  
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Data Types 

Reason Codes  
Reason Codes are used to record specific for various types of transactions at the point of sale, including 
Returns, Discounts, Transactions, Cancellation, etc. Reason Codes are required for certain features in 
OpSuite, like Promotions.  

Reason Code Lookup 
Reason Code Lookup is used to find existing Reason Codes for edit or review. 
To find an existing Reason Code, follow these steps:  
 

1. Click or tap Admin Icon and select Data Types. Reason Codes will be 
located at the top of the list.  

 
 
 
 
2. The Reason Code Lookup screen will 
appear with a listing of all the Reason 
Codes  
3. Use the same techniques to search for a 
Reason Code the user would to search for 
any record in the system. Use the Search by 
the drop down menu to select a vase field 
for the users search. Enter the user's search 
criteria in the Search bar and click or tap 
Enter. The user can, of course, filter and 
sort each column as needed to get the 
results the user desires.  
 
 
4. The user can click or tap settings by the number of 
items listed drop down and choose what columns will 
be listed. 
5. Once the user has found the correct Reason Code, 
click or tap Edit Reason Code in the left hand column 
next to the desired Reason Code, and the Reason 
Code Screen will appear.  
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Reason Code Record 

 
The Reason Code Record is very simple. It only contains five fields.  
Let’s review the fields on the Reason Code Record:  

● Reason Code - The unique code by which the Reason Code is identified in the system. 
● Reason Description - The description of the Reason Code. This is how a cashier will find the Reason 

Code in the pop-up list, if required at the point of sale.  
● Reason Type - The specific reason type. This drop down menu gives you the reason options:  

○ Return to Main - Used for return transactions when the items is going back into inventory.  
○ Return to Offline - Used for return transactions when the item is going into offline inventory.  
○ Inventory Main Manual Adjust - Used for inventory adjustments (on hand) in inventory.  
○ Inventory Transfer Main to Offline Manual - Used for inventory adjustments (on hand) in 

offline inventory. 
○ Customer Discount - Used for discounts or promotions where the price of an item is being 

reduced by an amount or percentage.  
○ No Sale - Used for No Sale transactions.  
○ Tax Change - Used when the sales tax rate is manually modified at the point of sale.  
○ Account Adjustment - Used when  customer account is adjusted.  
○ Drop - Used for cash drops.  
○ Payout - Used for cash payouts.  
○ Loyalty - Used for loyalty transactions. 

● Start Date - Date when the Reason Code becomes available for use.  
● End Date- Date after which the Reason Code is no longer available for use.  

 

Creating a Reason Code 
The user can create as many Reason Codes as are necessary for the various transactions. Each Reason 
Code must have a unique code and description, and must be assigned to a Reason Type.  
 
To create a New Reason Code:  
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1. Click or tap the New Code Button in the left hand corner.  
2. This brings up the New Reason Code Record.  
3. Complete the fields in the Reason Code Record.  
4. Once all information has been entered for the Reason Code, click or tap the save icon in the bottom 

right hand corner. The newly created Reason Code record will be saved in the system.  
 

Editing a Reason Code  
The user can edit a Reason Code at any time, based on the user’s role security access. Note that any changes 
made to Reason Codes DO NOT take effect at the point of sale stations at each location until the user has 
saved the user's changes, and the system communicates the updates to each location. 
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Tags 

Item Masters  
Item Master Tags are an additional resource to categorize an item. Tags can create more ways to describe an 
item than are immediately available in Inventory / Items.  
 
To create a new Item Master Tag, the user must first create the Tag Group. Select Add Group found in the 
upper left corner of the lookup table.  
 
Enter the basic details for the user Item Tag and click or tap Save.  

 
 
The check box marked “Use As Matrix” a particular type of product, that may have multiple tags. For instance, 
the users Tag Groups include Size and Color. The users Tags within Size contains Small, Medium, and Large. 
In Color the user has Red, Blue and Green. Each Size Tag can correspond to each color, and vice versa.  
 
Next the user will create the individual Item Tags for this Tag Group. To begin, click or tap Add under the Item 
Tags heading.  

 
 
First enter Tag Code, such as a size, color, weight, etc. 
The Description will have more information about the 
tag. The Sequence is where in the list of Tags the user 
wants this particular Item Tag to appear in the Item Tag 
Group.  
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The Price Multiplier will remain at 1, unless the particular Item Tag the user is creating will be at a percentage 
more than the regular price. The Price Offset has the same concept, except in a dollar amount. For instance, if 
the particular Item Tag will be 1.5% more than the original price, use Price Multiplier. If the Item Tag will be 
$1.00 more, use Price Offset.  
 
The same will apply to Order Multiplier and Order Offset.  
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Point of Sale 
THIS SECTION COMING SOON 
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Setup 
THIS SECTION COMING SOON 
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